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What is the best season of the next step

List of episodes of The Next Step The Next Step is a Canadian teen drama series created by Frank van Keeken and produced by Temple Street Productions. Shot in a dramatic mockumentary style, the series focuses on a group of dancers attending The Next Step Dance Studio. [1] As of September 18, 2020, 206 episodes of The Next Step have been
released, including a special, concluding the seventh season. Summary of seasonepisodes seriesOriginally released (Can.) LanzadoLast releasedNetwork13014March 8, 2013 (2013-03-08)7 de junio de 2013 (2013-06-07)Family Channel16Se evaluador 20, 2013 (2013-09-20)3 de enero, 2014 (2014-01-03)23417March 7, 2014 (2014-03-07)6 de junio de
2014 (2014-06-06)17Sepiembre 12, 2014 (2014-09-12)2 de enero de 2015 (2015-01-02)33015March 16, 2015 (2015-03-16)2 de abril de 2015 (2015-04-16)2 de abril de 2015 (2015-04-16) 2 de abril de 2015 (2015-04-16) 2 de abril de 2015 (2015-04-16) 2 de abril de 2015 (2015-04-202)15Sepiembre 11 de diciembre 2015 (2015-09-11)December 11, 2015
(2015-12-11)44020Febrero 15, 2016 (2016-02-15)24 June, 2016 (2016-06-24)20Octubre 14, 2016 (2016-10-14)12 May, 2017 (2017-05-12)52010Mayo 26, 2017 (2017-05-26)11 August 2017 (2017-08-11)10October 13, 2017 (2017-10-13)13 December 2017 (2017-12-13)62613Se in mid-December 29, 2018 (2018-09-29)28 October, 2018 (2018-10-
28)13March 2 , 2019 (2019-03-02)7 April 2019 (2019-04-07)Special2December 21, 2019 (2019-12-07)Special2December 21, 2019 (2019-12-021)YouTube72411April 10, 2020 (2020-04-10)19 June 2020 (2020-06-19)CBC Gem13June 26, 2020 (2020-06-26)18 , 2020 (2020-09-18) Episodes Season 1 (2013-14) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleEd byWritten
byOriginal air datePart 1 11Get The Party StartedBrian K. RobertsFrank van KeekenMarch 8, 2013 (2013-03-08) The B- and J-Troupe dancers audition to earn place in A-Troupe. When the fourth group of dancers is about to begin her audition, an unknown dancer named Michelle who has just moved in from Madison, Wisconsin, enters. For this unexpected
twist, last year's Dance Captain Emily feels threatened by Michelle. Kate talks to Michelle in her office and tells her that she would be happy to audition, as she was a dance captain in her former studio, as well as being a national soloist. 22Everybody Dance NowBrian K. RobertsFrank van Keeken and Chloe van KeekenMarch 12, 2013 (2013-03-12) Giselle
does not reach A-Troupe. Giselle is later removed from the E-girls for not being in A-Troupe, as the rules are that all E-girls must be in A-Troupe. Emily promises to bring Giselle back into Company A, and kick Michelle out. Chloe later becomes part of the E-Girls. Stephanie tells Michelle before her first dance rehearsal that the rehearsal is at Studio B but,
Giselle, she's in B-Troupe tells her that A-Troupe is always in Studio A. Stephanie tells us in a confessional that she did this to make Michelle late, and gain a bad reputation at A-Troupe. It is said by the people in A-Troupe and so in a confession by James that I had dated a lot of girls before, including Beth who is now in B-Troupe, and Amanda, who is in
Elite which is a rival studio that always wins regional. He uses dancing as an unfair advantage to get girls. It is also said that the name E-girls was named by Emily, whose name begins with the letter E so they are called E-Girls. Also the E-girls have more than 100 rules, the main one is that you always look at other E-Girls.They also have a simple
handshake, creating an E with your hand, linking it with another E-girl to create an E at the top and a G at the bottom. 33Dance, DanceBrian K. RobertsChloe van KeekenMarch 13, 2013 (2013-03-13) Kate and Chris give Michelle the opportunity to be a dance captain as she had been a dance captain in her previous studio. Each possible dance captain had
to choreograph a dance for half of A Troupe's members. But when Chris chooses the groups, Emily is not in the same group as Stephanie, her best friend, and Stephanie has to spoil the dance moves at Michelle's dance. Riley feels that Emily and Stephanie's idea shows that Emily feels too threatened by Michelle. Kate yells at Michelle for deciding that her
dance was ready, but Michelle argues that Stephanie agreed that she was ready. Emily was once again cast as a dance captain. Meanwhile, James is about to be expelled from the studio for failing math. Chris says he'll help James and his mother will give him a second chance. West tries to befriend James at random by putting dances in public. Everyone in
A-Troupe starts arguing about who should be a dance captain, Kate panics and Chris throws ping pong balls for everyone to clean up. West begins dancing in front of James and James begins dancing in response, meaning West has earned his respect. Over time, everyone starts dancing together, forgetting about the dance captain's situation. They realize
they're here to dance, not to complain. 44Rock and a Hard PlaceBrian K. RobertsRachael SchaeferMarch 14, 2013 (2013-03-14) A dance contest is coming this weekend so Kate and Chris think they should decide the positions of the dance line. Emily convinces them to let her make the decision, which leads her to put Michelle in the back row. After Riley
discovers that Emily lied to A-Troupe about having the list reviewed by Kate and Chris, she approaches James and asks if he thinks being in charge of Michelle is fair, he gives him his honest opinion and tells him he's not. So he changes his frontline position with Michelle in the middle of a rehearsal. Emily is outraged that her sister betrayed her, and the E-
Girls vote to kick of his clique. In addition, Daniel choreographs a routine for J-troupe, while Tiffany uses J-Troupe to mess with him. 55Steal My SunshineMitchell T. NessChloe van KeekenMarch 15, 2013 (2013-03-15) The El El members go to the beach for a day off while the E-Girls run Dance Camp for young children. On the beach, Riley loses Emily's
necklace and the group has to find him before leaving the beach. Meanwhile, one of the young children at the dance camp gets lost and the E-Girls have to find her before the dance camp ends. In the end, Riley finds Emily's necklace and the E-girls find the girl. 66Good Girls Go BadFrank van KeekenStory by : Cole BastedoTeleplay by : Rachael
SchaeferMarch 22, 2013 (2013-03-22) The A-Troupe takes a visit to the Elite studio to see what're doing for Regionals. West and Daniel stay in the studio and dance while the rest go to Elite. Riley asks James to go along to keep an eye out for Michelle, as he is the only one he feels he can trust to keep Emily from hurting Michelle. Michelle is caught in Elite
while filming her routine and the rest of the group leaves her there, where she pretends to audition as a cover. The elite consider recruiting her. Meanwhile, Daniel &amp; West choreograph a duo together. The episode ends as Michelle worries about a confessional. When Kate realizes Michelle was late, she called her to chat about what she heard the
dancers say. She then tells Emily that Michelle can leave the studio because of how unhappy she was, though Michelle said it was purely for spying. 77Love StoryBrian K. RobertsFrank van KeekenApril 19, 2013 (2013-04-19) Michelle is still in the Elite studio, fearful of being in front of the Elite group. She's so ashamed to be caught in front of the entire Elite
group. Michelle offered to film some of Elite's dances to try to win a friendship with Emily. Meanwhile James is worrisome because Riley had asked him to make sure Michelle wasn't caught because of Emily. Riley discovers Emily's plan to get Michelle out of the studio. Riley and James make a plan to replace Emily as dance captain with Michelle by doing a
new best dance to throw Emily. Michelle has feelings for Eldon and likes it. In rehearsals Michelle suggests that she and Eldon should do a duet together to try to buy some time to be alone and get to know him better. Kate decides it's a good idea and they go and practice in studio B. 88Just the Two of UsBrian K. RobertsRachael SchaeferApril 26, 2013
(2013-04-26) Eldon realized that she has feelings for Emily and Michelle, but wants to go with Michelle because after practicing her duet she realized that Michelle is a great person. 99Video Killed the Radio StarBrian K. RobertsIan Van Den HurkMay 3, 2013 (2013-05-03) Brighter Brightest comes to make a music video with the A-Troupe dancers featured in
the video. Meanwhile, Riley is a big fan of Brighter Brightest band that stutters when trying the talk with the band. Leading the band to think she's a foreign girl who doesn't know to speak English. James and Riley get caught arguing and told they have a lot of chemistry and they're going to be the center of the music video. Female and male dancers separate
after discussions where boys are making animal noises and performing childishly. Eventually they join again creating a great dance. James admits to having feelings for Riley in an interview while Riley denies it, but at the end of the episode you can see that Riley is beginning to develop some feelings for James after James gets an autograph from the band
as a gift to Riley. 1010Road To JoyMitchell NessRachael SchaeferMay 10, 2013 (2013-05-10) Kate tells Riley to go downtown and collect the sample suits for the Regionals and James insists on going only to spend time with her, so she begs Riley to stop and get shawarmas. But when they get back on the bus, James has no transfer. So when Riley
presents his transfer to the bus driver, James rips off his transfer to stay together. So now they have to take a shortcut through the park where they meet James' kooky aunt. When they finally arrive at the store, he closes and Riley leaves with James, resulting in her giving him advice on how to master a dance move. In the end, when they return to the studio
on the bus, Riley and James take their hands. And James and Riley get the costumes on time when they impress the owners by dancing. Meanwhile, Stephanie takes photo shoots for her dream of being a triple threat, which doesn't go well at first, but when she starts dancing she goes very well. 1111 Can you keep a secret? Brian K. RobertsRachael
SchaeferMay 17, 2013 (2013-05-17) A-Troupe auditions for soloists begin. When Daniel wins the solo, he gets injured and keeps it a secret from everyone. Michelle realizes Chloe has a job. But when Chloe is late for solo auditions, Michelle confronts Emily for Chloe, giving a speech about how Emily is being a bully before leaving, giving the impression that
she is going to Elite. But when Riley and James find her in Squeezed, she announces that she decided she would eventually overthrow Emily's position as a dance captain in order to show Emily how bad she really is. 1212Get It TogetherBrian K. RobertsStory by : Cole BastedoTeleplay by : Chloe van KeekenMay 24, 2013 (2013-05-24) Michelle, Riley and
James begin planning their dance to overthrow Emily as dance captain. As they create a dance to overthrow her, they get West and Daniel to join the dance, as they think Michelle would be a much better captain. When the group is late for rehearsals, Emily suspects something is going on. After Emily rejects Chloe's dance move, Michelle, James, West and
Daniel show Chloe the dance, and ask her if she wants to join. Chloe immediately says no, and goes annoyed with them for trying to overthrow Emily, her partner E-Girl. E-Girl. The episode, Emily and Eldon begin to approach, talk about their families, and shake hands at the juice bar, making Michelle angry for an unknown reason. In addition, Stephanie gets
help from Tiffany in her acting skills, and when Kate and Stephanie return from meeting an agent, Stephanie receives a phone call after she auditions for an acting agent, and gets her first agent. 1313Don't Go Breaking My HeartSamir RehemChloe van KeekenMay 31, 2013 (2013-05-31) Emily tries to find out what Michelle's group is doing. Chloe also joins
Michelle's group. Eldon tries to prove to A-Troupe dancers that he and Emily are serious. His plan didn't go well and he ended up ruining all the opportunities he had with Emily. At the same time, he even created more humiliation for himself. Emily apologizes to Eldon after she was tough on him. Michelle's group decides to invite Eldon to his dance. While
they were performing the dance for him, Stephanie finds out about Michelle's dance and tells Emily. 1414SabotageSamir RehemFrank van KeekenJune 7, 2013 (2013-06-07) At the end of summer, the E-Girls learn of Michelle's routine. They take Michelle's phone and text Emily to get Michelle kicked out. Riley sees them and hides Michelle's phone. After
Emily tells Kate about it, the truth about Michelle's dance routine is revealed and to solve it, Kate asks Michelle's group to show off their dance routine. Kate and Chris like their dance, and then Michelle becomes captain after each person votes for the new dance captain. But Stephanie and Emily are leaving. Part 2 1515ChangesSamir RehemFrank van
KeekenSeptember 20, 2013 (2013-09-20) Emily and Stephanie fight Michelle as the new dance captain. Michelle tries to be friends with Emily as Michelle doesn't want a bad relationship with Emily, but Emily rejects her. James is taken out of the studio, but Michelle convinces James' mother that she focuses on her studies for two weeks to improve her math
scores with the help of the team. Riley is upset; Riley makes a deal with James that if he gets 70% or more on his math test, she would go on a date with him; James is very happy. The E-Girls are now broken. Emily rejects Michelle again by not participating in any of the dance rehearsals. Riley and Emily's relationship has hit rock bottom when Emily tells her
they're no longer sisters. 1616HelpSamir RehemFrank van Keeken and Rachael SchaeferSeptember 27, 2013 (2013-09-27) Michelle's captaincy is praised by the dancers once again. Everyone gets mad at Emily for being a drama queen and not trying at all. Emily confesses her feelings to Kate about not being the Dance Captain. Kate says Emily to work
hard to stay on the team. James is studying hard for math to improve his grades. Eldon is still mad at Emily for how he when he made his great gesture, but offers to help her with the movements after she confesses that she does not know them. Emily reveals that she's been a bad dance captain because her movements are the only ones she knows. Emily's
starting to feel something for Eldon. Emily changes her heart about Michelle as a dance captain, eventually giving her away. Stephanie decides to act like Emily forgetting Michelle. Michelle decides to change the line positions for the routine so that everyone auditions for her spots again and Emily does very well, but Michelle still puts in the back row, which
makes Eldon angry. 1717Forget YouSamir RahemRachael SchaeferOctober 4, 2013 (2013-10-04) Emily confronts Michelle for her placement in the back row, saying Michelle put her in the back row because Michelle has a huge love for Eldon. Michelle denies it, but later admits in the confessional that she has a little love for him. Eldon comforts Emily and
after talking a little, they share a kiss. Eldon talks to Michelle about placing Emily's line and Michelle promises she will change Emily and Eldon's positions. Meanwhile, Stephanie auditions for a commercial and the director likes it, but says behind her back that he hated her; Stephanie listens to this and is embarrassed. Riley starts making math reference
cards for James, but claims they are only friends when confronted by Tiffany. Michelle reveals that she will change Emily and Eldon and everyone disagrees, but they let her do it anyway. Riley then runs and tells everyone that Emily and Stephanie are leaving the studio, surprising and angry everyone just as the episode ends. 1818Brand NewPatrick
SisamChloe van KeekenOctober 11, 2013 (2013-10-11) A-Troupe decides to audition for two new dancers to replace Emily and Stephanie. They let the members of B-Troupe audition and Giselle is desperate to get in. Emily and Stephanie are auditioning for Elite. Riley goes to James' school to teach him Michelle's routine and sees that he is stressed by his
next math test. Riley tests it and gets all the right answers. When she asks for a high five to congratulate him, he takes her for a hug instead. Then teach the routine and dance together. It is later revealed that James feels that anything is possible with Riley and is happy that she sticks next to him and believes in him. Eldon goes to Elite to see how Emily is
doing and promises that even if they're in different studios, they'll always be together. But just as Kate and Chris are about to reveal A-Troupe's two new dancers, Stephanie returns and asks if she can audition for A-Troupe because she didn't make it to Elite, but Emily did, leaving her behind, betraying her and ruining her friendship. 1919First van
KeekenChloe Van KeekenOctober 18, 2013 (2013-10-18) Stephanie can audition for A-Troupe A-Troupe how angry they're all with her. Despite that, she is letting in and weeps happy tears when she does. Later James comes in to see Riley dancing a solo from a song called Where Did Everybody Go?, and that shakes him up a little bit. He rejoins A-Troupe
after passing his math exam with a B+, which earned him his A-Troupe place and a date with Riley. Giselle also joins A-Troupe. Michelle and Stephanie agree to create a new Regionals routine, as Emily could share A-Troupes ideas with elite people. After choreographing it, Daniel starts marking the routine, Kate tells him he needs to work harder or his just
takes it away. Daniel practices alone and claims his injury is much better now. Michelle and Eldon choreograph a duo for Regionals and Michelle thinks there's something between them. James and Riley go to their first date in the studio where they have food from many different countries, eat, dance and kiss in the end. 2020Somos familyFrank van
KeekenStory by : Chloe van KeekenTeleplay by : Chloe van Keeken and Brian HartiganOctober 25, 2013 (2013-10-25) Riley tries to make their relationship with Emily while the sisters work. Emily disagrees at first, but later agrees to try to get things right between them. Meanwhile, Eldon takes Emily on a date, but Emily doesn't like the food she brings, so
they decide to talk. That makes Eldon like Michelle a little more. Emily was in the back row at Elite, but in the end, Amanda and Lucien agree that she may be in center row after she gets better. While Emily and Riley talk, Riley tells Emily that she had a date with James, and needs advice on whether they're in a relationship or not. Emily tells him to be straight
with him and ask. At the end of the episode, while Eldon dances his duet with Michelle, Riley arrives and reminds him that he is supposed to be on a date with Emily. Afterwards, he knows he's in love with Michelle. In the end, Riley pulls James out of the group, so she can ask him if they're in a relationship or not, she says she'd like to be there and then he
runs and hugs her. Riley and James are officially in a relationship. 2121Break StuffFrank van KeekenBrian HartiganNovember 1, 2013 (2013-11-01) Giselle and Daniel want to make an air lift in the routine called The Helicopter but Kate says no because it's too risky. They talk to Michelle and she lets them show her. They do and Michelle loves him and
allows them to do it. Meanwhile, Stephanie gets a role in a TV show, only to discover that she's filming the same weekend as regionals. In addition, West meets a member of his former dance team, Marcel, and does not want Marcel to know that he has been in A-Troupe since West left the team without telling Marcel. In practice when and Giselle do the
helicopter, Daniel twists his ankle badly and has to leave A-Troupe and will be out indefinitely, not being able to participate in the Regionals. He's devastated. 2222Vuelve... Be HereFrank van KeekenRachael SchaeferNovember 8, 2013 (2013-11-08) Michelle tells A-Troupe members that they need to get Emily back into the studio; they don't agree at first,
but later they agree, so they go to Elite to convince her to meet, but she refuses. Amanda and Lucien move Emily to the front row of their routine. As he leaves, Amanda says hello to James, earning him a slight slap in the arm of a sad Riley. Riley admits it's hard to date someone who's dated a lot of girls in the dance community. James has the Regionals
only now that Daniel is gone and can't get it right, and his math grades start sliding again. Riley warns him about it, but he doesn't care about his grades. Eventually James tells Kate that she can no longer dance the solo and Kate understands, so she tries to give it to West, who rejects him. Emily later hears Amanda and Lucien conspiring to kick her out of
Elite when the Regionals come and she leaves. Eldon confesses to Michelle that he wants to be with her, but then Emily comes back and she and Eldon hug, but Eldon still wants to be with Michelle who now thinks Emily and Eldon aren't meant to be. 2323Dancing in the StreetMitchell NessChloe van KeekenNovember 15, 2013 (2013-11-15) A-Troupe
brings together a dance battle with Seeds, West's dance team. Emily and Stephanie finally make up and become friends again. When Seeds arrives at the studio, everyone discovers that West dances with Seeds and is forced to choose a team, and chooses A-Troupe. When Emily begins to show real captaincy to the team, Michelle thinks Emily should be
her co-captain. Michelle starts avoiding Eldon because she's dating Emily and she's back now. Ultimately, A-Troupe loses the battle against Seeds and they are very upset. Back in the studio, Emily takes a position saying she is happy that they lost because they are now competing against Seeds in Regionals and she offers to buy juice from everyone they
accept. Michelle tells Emily that she wants Emily to be her co-captain and Emily is very surprised. 2424Mitchell NessChloe van KeekenNovember 22, 2013 (2013-11-22) Emily accepts Michelle's offer to be her co-captain and agrees that they need to create a new regional routine. Chloe's financial problems eventually run out when she's late for a payment
again and she confesses to Kate that she has a job. Chloe decides it would be better for her to leave A-Troupe. Co-captain Michelle and Emily decide to work together and encourage the team to help Chloe. The team goes to the restaurant where Chloe works to give her huge tips, where she pays for 2525Bad Moon RisingDerby CreweStory by : Cole
BastedoTeleplay by : Frank van KeekenNove December 29, 2013 (2013-11-29) Starts with the company practicing routine for Regionals. Emily says energy big so everyone can go home. Chris and Kate come in and inform them that since they all worked so hard they should have a fun night where they hang out as friends, not teammates. Everyone comes
and plays a fun game called machine and then they play the truth or dare. Riley asks West what his biggest secret is. West's answer is to witness a robbery. So, West dares Stephanie order a juice with Tiffany being hands. But when everyone goes away, Tiffany puts lipstick on Stephanie and then everyone comes back and Kate wants to put on a movie. But



the twist is they have to dance to pick the movie and James wins, but he gives Riley his choice. After the movie they play the truth or dare. Tiffany dares kiss Riley and then James dares Emily make the cookie challenge jump, then Emily gives Michelle a truth by asking which guy she likes. She says West, not wanting anyone to know about her secret love for
Eldon. Later Eldon approaches Michelle and says he wants to break up with Emily and Michelle says that if you break up with her he will now destroy the team. Then they tell ghost stories (girls versus boys) and whoever gets scared has to pay. First Stephanie tells a story the boys have heard about and then West tells a story about chickens. Riley's afraid of
chickens, so James comes out in a chicken costume and scares Riley. Then the girls joke with the boys putting hot sauce on the pizza they 'ordered'. Unfortunately, the boys already knew. Then a cop comes and arrests James. The girls then reveal in an interview that it was a joke. The boys were surprised they were doubles in the standings. The cop was
actually Giselle's uncle and Kate was part of the joke. 2626Can't Fight This FeelingKim DerkoRachael SchaeferDecember 6, 2013 (2013-12-06) Emotion becomes troubling when dancers receive the wrong costumes for regionals. Other costumes are tested in Studio B, where James puts on a chicken suit and scares Riley, who is afraid of chickens. Riley
later says he defiantly lost brownie points in that joke. The costumes Giselle collects are also tested, but they don't work out. Stephanie reveals that she landed the role for which she auditioned on Break Stuff, but films the same week as Regionals. Michelle finally confesses to Eldon that she has feelings for him and wants to be with him, Eldon says he has
moved on, bothering Michelle a lot. Stephanie finally decides to give up the TV show and go to the Regionals. 2727I'm So ExcitedMitchell NessFrank van KeekenDecember 13, 2013 (2013-12-13) Regionals are finally here and competition is heating up. Before A-Troupe leaves, J-Troupe touches them a instruments to wish them good luck in the Regionals.
Daniel shows up, too. Once they arrive, so do Elites who can skip the record since they won last year. Amanda tries to break A-Troupe, but fails. When West West that Seeds is losing a member of their crew, wants to join them. Everyone at A-Troupe and Marcel, the leader of Seeds, say no. But after a little convincing, West can perform with Seeds. The
seeds end up scoring 88 out of 100 points from the judges. Just as A-Troupe is about to perform, West arrives and says he hurt his ankle dancing with Seeds, but he was just joking. As soon as A-Troupe take the stage to perform, the episode ends. 2828Fancy FootworkMitchell NessFrank van KeekenDecember 20, 2013 (2013-12-20) A-Troupe does its first
Regional routine and they manage to advance to the second round and then to the third round. But in the third round, one of Riley's gloves gets caught in a feather in his bow and his performance goes wrong. The next step ends up being eliminated and everyone is heartbroken, especially Riley who blames herself for it, but everyone else tells her not to.
Then James reminds them that they could be given the wild place that will allow them to return, passionate them all. When they are called back on stage later with two other dance companies, the announcer announces that The Next Step is the wild group and will return to the competition and all are ecstatic. ConfiDance, Annex Dance Academy, Art and Soul
and more are true dance studios in the Ontario area. 2929This Is How We Do ItMitchell NessFrank van KeekenDecember 27, 2013 (2013-12-27) The Next Step competes in the semi-finals against Seeds. Elite won against Dance Inc. The Next Step's performance is impeccable, giving them a score of 93/100, surpassing Seeds' score of 91/100. Amanda
begins to make fun of Emily, who leaves with Riley, forcing Eldon to follow her as she is his girlfriend. Eldon and Emily talk about it and when Emily goes to kiss Eldon she moves out. James gets on Riley's nerves as he jokes, so Riley yells at him in front of the whole group. Afterwards, Riley takes James aside and apologizes for yelling at him. They learn
that Riley gets more stressed and James is calmer and more relaxed in situations. Both agree to try to be more respectful and supportive of the way the other person is. Emily is beginning to notice more about Eldon and Michelle's feelings for each other and mentions that Elite will have a plane in support. The Next Step votes to retaliate with Eldon and
Michelle's duet in their latest performance against Elite. 3030Ganador takes AllMitchell NessFrank van KeekenJanuary 3, 2014 (2014-01-03) The next step will face Elite in the Regionals final. Eldon reveals to Michelle that he wants to be with her and lied when he said he had moved on and promises he will tell Emily after the regionals. Just before acting,
Emily begs Eldon to tell him what's going on between him and Michelle and confesses that he wants to be with Michelle causing him and Emily to break up what makes Emily Emily Also while Riley and James are talking, Riley realizes Beth. James confronts her about why he's there and she tells him he still loves him. James is using the excuse he has to
make. When Riley asks him what was said, he tells him that she only came to see him perform. James claims in an interview that he did not tell Riley about Beth saying that she loves him because he would curse her and she would not be focused on the routine. They perform their regional, Romeo and Juliet-themed routine with Michelle and Eldon as
Romeo and Juliet. The next step wins against Elite Studio and winners of the Regionals are proclaimed. Michelle and Emily's relationship remains unknown after Emily gives Michelle a cold look. Riley jumps into James' arms and hugs her and he turns her in his arms and kisses on stage in front of everyone, including Beth. Season 2 (2014-15) No.overallNo.
inseasonTitleEd byWritten byOriginal air datePart 1 311Don't Stop the PartyFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenMarch 7, 2014 (2014-03-07) After winning Regionals, The Next Step throws A-Troupe a party. Michelle and Eldon's relationship is revealed to the rest of the team when Emily announces it at the party. Riley gets jealous when Beth starts flirting
with James. When the party ends, Amanda suddenly arrives saying she's there to audition for A-Troupe. The team asks her what it means about the audition and she explains about the challenge. Emily and Michelle discuss whether they're going to make the challenge or not. They later decide A-Troupe and then discover that they have to audition again for
the A-Troupe's Nationals team, along with dancers from other studios. Chris tells Kate that he leaves The Next Step to become co-owner of a rival dance studio. 322My Boyfriend's BackFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenMarch 7, 2014 (2014-03-07) Kate's sister, Phoebe, becomes the new principal choreographer. Kate talks about the Challenge and after
a vote, it is decided that the study will lead to auditions for the Nationals team. After seeing Amanda being expelled from Elite at the mall, Michelle lets Amanda audition for A-Troupe. Hunter, a boy from Wisconsin, who has the impression that Michelle is his girlfriend, arrives, making Eldon jealous. When Michelle tells Hunter that she has a boyfriend and has
moved on, he and Emily form a plan for Emily to get Eldon back and Hunter can get Michelle back. 333Listo to startMitchell NessFrank van Keeken and Rachael ShaeferMarch 7, 2014 (2014-03-07) The next step has re-auditions for A-Troupe after Phoebe is introduced. Even two members of J-Troupe auditioned. The rules of The Challenge are as follows:
the dancers will perform alone after which there will be 20 to perform choreographies learned, after which the team will be chosen. The Top 20 is revealed as Michelle, Emily, Eldon, Hunter, Riley, James, James, Amanda, Noah, Richelle, Thalia, Daniel, Giselle, Stephanie, Tiffany, West, Beth, Kas, Morgan and Jake. The episode ends with Phoebe teaching
the Top 20 the new choreography, which is much harder than most dancers expected. 344The Final CutFrank van KeekenRachael ShaeferMarch 14, 2014 (2014-03-14) Dancers continue to learn choreography and Stephanie appears long before auditions and asks Tiffany for help learning the moves that frustrate Tiffany. The 20 dancers auditioned and
Emily, Michelle, Kate and Phoebe discuss it. They then return and announce the 12 A-Troupe dancers for the Nationals team: Emily, Michelle, Riley, Eldon, James, Giselle, West, Hunter, Thalia, Chloe, Daniel and Amanda. Stephanie and Tiffany stay out a lot for their surprise and disappointment. Stephanie gets especially angry because Emily chose
Amanda over her. Later, Michelle sees Emily and Hunter flirting and feels weird about it. 355The girl is mineJay PrychidnyChloe van KeekenMarch 14, 2014 (2014-03-14) Kate gives Chloe a second job in the studio to teach dancing for young children, much to Chloe's dismay. She teaches it in a new ballet studio. Call West to help her. Emily and Hunter's
plan to break up Michelle and Eldon begins when Hunter challenges Eldon to a dance battle over Michelle. If Hunter wins, Eldon has to leave Michelle alone, but if Eldon wins, Hunter will leave them alone. They have the battle in the new studio. Eldon loses what it means he has to leave Michelle alone now to his surprise. After they both leave, Amanda
enters and removes her phone from the piano and we discovered that she secretly recorded the battle implying that she could show it to Michelle. 366Work ItMitchell NessDaphne BallonMarch 21, 2014 (2014-03-21) Two designers named Zoltan and Minow arrive at The Next Step to design A-Troupe uniforms for the Nationals. But the price turns out to be
$78,325.19, which is enough for the next step to afford. They decide to have a car wash to raise money, but only raise $27, including a five-dollar tip from James' mother, who actually pushed A-Troupe to make his car cleaner. After Zoltan receives a call that the models for her fashion show are stuck in Milan and can't do it, Michelle says A-Troupe can fill in
for them if they get their uniforms for free, and it works. Meanwhile, Stephanie and Tiffany are having trouble being at B-Troupe and Tiffany takes it too seriously by making Stephanie get irritated with her. Tiffany begins to wonder if she belongs to The Next Step. Meanwhile, A-Troupe performs at the fashion show and Zoltan and Minow make them their
uniforms for the Nationals. model them themselves so that they are simply fools. 377Samir RehemElizabeth BeckerMarch 28, 2014 (2014-03-28) A-Troupe wants Michelle and Eldon to do a duet at the Nationals as they are the reason they won won but Eldon has been against the idea since he lost the dance battle against Hunter. James helps Eldon by
encouraging him to audition for the male solo and warns West and Daniel that he walked away, but Daniel doesn't. Even though his ankle is still slightly injured, he still wants to give him a chance. Michelle asks Eldon why he walked away from the duo, but he takes her away. Hunter later asks Michelle to do the duet together, and after some convincing ones,
she agrees. But later Kate begs her to audition for the female solo and Michelle accepts it. Chloe meets Margie who encourages her to audition for women's solos for the Nationals. Duet auditions include Giselle and Amanda, Thalia and West, James and Riley, and Hunter and Emily. Kate and Phoebe decide: the male soloist is Eldon, the female soloist is
Michelle, the duo is given to James and Riley. Small group auditions now begin. James and Beth are dancing their routine for a competition and during the dance they kiss just as Riley comes to tell the news about the duo. She is in tears and heartbroken and flees, questioning her relationship with James. 388What'll DoSamir RehemChloe van KeekenApril 4,
2014 (2014-04-04) After watching James and Beth kiss while practicing their duet, Riley tells Emily in Culture Shock. When James shows up, Riley asks James if anything strange happened yesterday with Beth. James didn't want to tell you about the kiss because it was so hard to explain. James says everything went well with his essay with Beth, but Riley
knows he's lying so she leaves an angry way. James tells Beth he won't do the competition for Riley's sake. Meanwhile, Kate announces that they will audition for the Nationals. The groups are: Giselle, Thalia and Amanda &amp; Chloe, Daniel and Hunter. After the Giselle auditions, Thalia and Amanda win the group's performance at the Nationals and
Daniel gets angry because he won't be a featured dancer at the Nationals now. Later, James performs a dance for Riley in the music room saying he just wants to be with her and Riley is happy to imply that she will forgive him, but Beth shows up and Riley realizes everything that annoys her in the first place and breaks up with James before leaving. James
tells Beth that he will do the duet with her again since Riley left him. Riley dances james and Beth's duet in Studio A imagining James doing it with her even though he's not, altering her even more. 399 Never EnoughSamir RehemRachael ShaeferApril 11, 2014 (2014-04-11) James &amp; Beth ranks second in the competition and Riley cannot believe James
was still in competition with Beth feeling that James betrayed her again. They refuse to practice their duet together and Kate interrogates them and say they need time to solve it. he sees Emily and Hunter fooling around in Culture Shock and thinks it's weird. Riley congratulates James on the and begins to think that although she is still angry with him she
almost misses him. Meanwhile, Michelle talks to Hunter about Eldon avoiding and although Hunter knows why he offers encouraging advice and Michelle remembers how much she liked him. Michelle eventually confronts Eldon, where she lied that she can't go out with her and dance in A-Troupe at the same time, causing them to break what makes Michelle
even more angry. Emily listens to the whole conversation. 4010 I hope thatSamir RehemRachael Schaefer and Alejandro Alcoba &amp; Carling TedescoApril 18, 2014 (2014-04-18) J-Troupe discovers that since The Next Step gained popularity by winning Regionals, they will have to audition again for their spots at J-trou. One of the dancer's sisters, Becca,
is there to audition and J-Troupe feels she is threatening her team. Emily and Hunter conduct J-Troupe auditions, and pretend to have a lot of fun so they can make Michelle jealous. Michelle asks Eldon if they can still be friends and Eldon reluctantly accepts. Michelle begins to develop feelings for Hunter. J-Troupe's Richelle has a plan for the J-Troupers to
keep their places, and proves it with Kate, but Kate tells Richelle that she needs to work on her negotiation and leaves. Richelle and Gabi recover their stains. Everyone thinks Richelle was the reason they kept the place, but she really wasn't. Later, Michelle and Hunter perform their old duo and Hunter reveals that she still loves Michelle, but Michelle goes
away saying she can't; still misses Eldon. 4111Anything You Can Do, I Can Do BetterSamir RehemAlejandro Alcoba and Carling TedescoApril 25, 2014 (2014-04-25) Daniel asks Kate if she could have a Re-Match for the solo as now her ankle is more healed but Kate refuses. Later, Daniel tells Kate that if she doesn't give him the solo, he will leave the
studio because Chris offered him the nationals only at Superstar Dance Academy, but Kate still refuses to give him the solo, so he leaves. Meanwhile, Michelle and Amanda hand out flyers at Elite's Michelle and Tess school and mocks their studio and begs Amanda to return to Elite. Later, Michelle tells Tess to leave Amanda alone as she is happy in the
Next Step and does not want to return to Elite. The brochure Tess took said we met at school at 4:00, signed by Amanda. Soon Amanda and Tess meet at school and at the end of the episode. Amanda says her addition to A-Troupe was a plan to destroy The Next Step and make sure they don't make it to the Nationals. In fact, Amanda's still in Elite and
she's still a dance captain there. Meanwhile, Emily, Giselle, James, and West mentor some talented J-Troupe members to look more like them. 4212Time to Move ThompsonChloe van KeekenMay 2, 2014 (2014-05-02) Riley and James are having trouble rehearsing their who worries Miss Kate, as they have no chemistry in her. Meanwhile, it's an open mic
night at Culture Shock and Thalia performs a fun stand-up comedy act. While there, Emily tells Riley that she must overcome James and move on. Emily accidentally spills juice on Hunter's shirt and they go to the music room closet to get her a clean one. But they end up locking themselves up since the door's broken. Hunter decides to tell Emily funny
stories, which makes her laugh and they try on costumes and dance together. Emily develops feelings for Hunter. Back at Culture Shock, Riley discovers that James and Beth are on a date, so Michelle, Amanda and Stephanie try to make an appointment with Charlie. Even if Riley doesn't flirt well, Charlie still asks her out. Riley refuses because he realizes
he can't that night because of his duet's practice with James, who heard Charlie ask her out. Later, Riley comes to the studio and James is not there. She tries to call him, but he doesn't answer because he's on his date with Beth. Riley stops waiting and has his date with Charlie that's not going well. Meanwhile, Michelle receives the text from Hunter's SOS
and leaves him and Emily out of the closet. Emily admits she likes Hunter more than Eldon now. 4313The Truth Comes OutShawn ThompsonRachael SchaeferMay 9, 2014 (2014-05-09) Amanda shows Michelle the dance battle video, and Michelle gets very angry. She confronts Eldon who refuses to talk to her about it. Michelle talks to Emily who
encourages her to tell Kate. Michelle shows Kate the dance battle, which Amanda sent Michelle, and Kate shows it to all of A-Troupe's shameful Eldon. They agree to take a vote to see who will get the male solo; Hunter or Eldon. Emily, Amanda, Riley, Thalia and Hunter vote for Hunter to be the soloist, meaning Eldon can keep her solo, but then Michelle
raises her hand by leaving Hunter with 6 votes, meaning he's the new soloist who angry Eldon to some extent. James is angry that Riley and Michelle don't stay with Eldon while Amanda thinks her plan to destroy The Next Step is working. Meanwhile, Phoebe tells James, Noah and Camille to invent a song and Giselle, Chloe and Becca to do a dance with
her and they only have 24 hours to make up for it. They play him at the end of the episode entertaining everyone except Eldon who is upset that he no longer has his solo. 4414SingShawn ThompsonChloe van KeekenMay 16, 2014 (2014-05-16) We indirectly learn that James and Beth are now dating. James thought it would be 10% annoying and 90% fun
but now it's 10% fun and 100% annoying. Michelle and Chloe have a scholarship fundraiser at The Next Step in Culture and James and Noah try to form a band to perform in it. Noah refuses to sing because of his voice change, so they audition for a new singer. Beth, Thalia and Amanda Amanda Beth is a terrible singer, and Thalia does weird things while
singing, so they choose Amanda. Meanwhile, West and Giselle have a contest to see who can throw more popcorn in a jar and when they tie up, they have a second contest to see who can dance in more costumes but tie up again. They perform an act of ventriloquist in fundraising. Eldon does an act where every pirouette he does, everyone gives him a
dollar. Eleven years ago, so everyone at Culture Shock gives him eleven bucks. Before this Amanda receives a call from Lucien and discovers that she entered Elite in another Regionals competition in a new region and Elite wins which means they will go to the Nationals. Back in The Next Step, as Amanda is gone, James and Noah need someone to fill in
and Noah finally sings. Charlie asks Riley to come see him perform, she didn't really want to, but he's just going to see James. James sees Riley there with Charlie and gets extremely uncomfortable and sad. James is upset with Charlie because if he hadn't left Beth in the duet competition, then he wouldn't have to dance with Beth and Riley wouldn't break up
with him. The next day, James asks Amanda about why she never showed up, and Amanda lies that she had a family emergency. Kate runs and tells them Elite will be in the Nationals. She and James interrogate Amanda who says she doesn't know anything. Amanda's ready to take down the next step. 4515You're the One That I WantSamir RehemRachael
ShaeferMay 23, 2014 (2014-05-23) Hunter asks Michelle for a concert date and she agrees, but Eldon saw and he feels really depressed. Giselle and Thalia hatch a plan to challenge James and Riley's duo in the hope that they can do their act together. Emily has finally admitted herself, her feelings for Hunter; now all that's left is to tell him. She finds him at
Culture Shock and asks if he wants to go see the same concert he and Michelle are already going to. Thalia and Giselle find Kate and tell her about her plan. Kate is very skeptical, afraid she'll be counterproductive, but gives her a chance anyway. James and Eldon are going for a walk to calm down from all the drama with Riley and Michelle. As she walks,
Eldon confesses that she misses hanging out with Michelle. After their date, Michelle and Hunter are hanging out at Culture Shock, but every 2 seconds Michelle mentions Eldon. Hunter realizes that too much has happened since they last left and that both have changed drastically. Meanwhile, in the studio, the battle is underway for the duo at the Nationals.
After their dance, Riley gets up and tells Thalia and Giselle that they can have the duo. Hunter is practicing her Nationals solo when Emily comes in and asks about her date with Michelle. confesses that he could only think of Emily during her date. He kisses her just as Michelle comes in. 4616Hazy Shade of of RehemFrank van KeekenMay 30, 2014 (2014-
05-30) The episode begins with Amanda, Giselle and Thalia are practicing their trio. Michelle tells Emily she saw her and Hunter kissed. Michelle believes Emily doesn't respect Hunter's story and Hunter's, and Emily remembers that she did the same with her and Eldon's relationship. Michelle is no longer sure how she feels about dance and The Next Step,
so turn to Eldon for advice. He tells her that he always dances again, and that she has to decide. Hunter and Emily finally talk about their kiss, and their feelings for each other. After Emily tells Hunter that Michelle saw them kiss, she rushes to tell Michelle about her feelings for Emily, leaving her wondering about her feelings for her. Meanwhile, Giselle and
Thalia tell James and Riley that their duet challenge was false. None of them want the duet back, Riley doesn't do it because it doesn't work, but James doesn't want it if Riley doesn't want it. Kate then decides that Thalia and Giselle will have to work the duo. Later Riley and James go for a walk because James wants to talk to her, and he asks what
happened. He also says Beth sticks to it like a moth to a light bulb. Hunter goes to talk to Michelle, and tells her he wants to be with Emily. Michelle no longer feels That The Next Step is her family, and decides it's time for her to move on. 4717Game OnSamir RehemFrank van KeekenJune 6, 2014 (2014-06-06) Kate announces that Michelle has left The
Next Step. Emily is now the solo dance captain again and discovers that Amanda is still in Elite. She goes and tells Riley and they try to make a plan. Kate says they need auditions for the female solo since Michelle left. Amanda takes advantage of opportunity auditions. Although, Riley knows Amanda is still in Elite and just wants to take him down, so she
also volunteers to have the woman alone. Riley and Emily have a plan so they can show everyone that Amanda is a double agent. Kate thinks Amanda's great, and she won't do anything unless she's shown proof. Emily's plan is to get everyone in the studio to hate her. Amanda will then trust Emily to come to her to bring down The Next Step and Emily will
be able to reveal Amanda's true colors. Meanwhile, James sees Riley practicing on his solo, though Riley tells him not to come to his audition for female soloist because he will stress her out. Emily yells at Riley during her audition and everyone is mad at Emily for yelling at Riley. Kate takes Emily's dance captaincy. Later, Riley and James talk about their
relationship and James says he will get Riley back, while Kate makes Amanda a dance captain. Part 2 4818Make a plan to love meFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenSeptember 12, 2014 (2014-09-12) Continues where it is when Emily was sitting in the music room and Amanda Amanda Amanda In. Emily tells Amanda that she knows about her plan to
bring down The Next Step, and will only keep her secret if Amanda lets her join. Kate and everyone else are trying to get Michelle back, but Michelle says she's happy she's not in The Next Step. James and Riley talk and James has a plan to prove that he loves her. He tells her to create a list of things she wants me to do and he will. The first one on the list is
to break up with Beth. James is in Culture Shock just as Beth comes in and tries to break up with her, but she just doesn't understand. Amanda says she still doesn't trust Emily and has to do something to prove she really wants to take down The Next Step. Riley and James start talking, and he says it's hard to break up with Beth and continues his second
idea on his list that he's reading his diary in front of everyone at Culture Shock. Michelle walks in as she was supposed to meet Kate there, but then she sees everyone and walks away. Amanda sees Emily dating Hunter and has an idea how Emily can prove herself. Finally, Riley tells James that he did a good job and is happy for his praise. She tells her that
she read the whole diary after her performance and says there was a part where she said that a new guy came into this studio which is really very cute; Riley smiles but denies it was him. It was Eldon and James knows it's about him. 4919SacrificioFrank van KeekenAlejandro AlcobaSeptember 19, 2014 (2014-09-19) Amanda, Giselle and Thalia were
chosen to compete in a threesome dance contest. Kate also chooses a J-Troupe trio to join them. Meanwhile, Emily encourages Hunter to try to make up for the boys. James is working at number 11 on Riley's list; creating a dance move and playing it as Riley. Hunter takes Emily's advice, and approaches James, West and Eldon to try to become his friends,
but all Eldon can think about is how Hunter broke him and Michelle, and how he lost the national solo to Hunter. West quickly forgives Hunter as he promises to show him the head slide. When Hunter promises to bake Eldon the best chocolate cake ever, Eldon seems intrigued. Michelle decides to go visit A-Troupe's dancers at Culture Shock. Michelle is
relieved by how well everything goes with them, however her emotions change rapidly when she discovers that the female national solo has already been filled. Hunter sees James' task breaking up with Beth as an opportunity for him and James to become brothers. The dance movement he created was The Riley Roll-Up, named for one of Riley's long-
running quirks by wrapping his shorts. Hunter introduces Him to Eldon with a chocolate cake and Eldon accepts the cake, but then breaks the cake in Hunter's face. he also asks for his solo back and asks that he and have a dance battle. Hunter agrees. Amanda once again catches Emily and Hunter having a great time together, and realizes what Emily
needs to do to earn her trust. Amanda tells Emily she needs to break up with the only person still on her side, Hunter. 5020HeartbreakerPatrick SisamDaphne BallonSeptember 26, 2014 (2014-09-26) Thalia continues to try to get Michelle to come to the next step, but Michelle refuses. Hunter and Eldon fight for their solos. James tries to find a four-leaf clover
because he was on the list he told Riley to do, so he asks a lot of people to help them by telling them that if they find him, they'll win a prize. James finally receives a four-leaf clover from Beth and tells him that she knows she loves Riley more. James gives Riley the four-leaf clover in Culture Shock when Chloe comes to give James another four-leaf clover
and claim his prize, but learns that he already has one and is disappointed. Amanda tells Emily that if she wants to be trusted, she needs to break up with Hunter after the dance battle. Eldon wins her back alone, and Emily breaks up with Hunter. and much more 5121Hello TroublePatrick SisamRachael SchaeferOctober 3, 2014 (2014-10-03) The next step
goes to the Trio competition. James completes the task that will scare him the most, which is #10. You have to try to find something about Emily that Riley doesn't know about. James buys milkshakes for them when Emily leaves. Once James finds Emily, the costumes arrive and they're going to put them in the costume closet. At the end of the trio, Michelle
arrives and everyone wonders what she's doing here. But before that, Lucien is speaking in a French accent, but Kate hates him. Amanda is told to overthrow the dance and leave The Next Step, Lucien sings so as not to overthrow the dance because of Michelle. 5222LostPatrick SisamChloe van KeekenOctober 10, 2014 (2014-10-10) The Next Step
costumes disappear. James completes #8 on the list, which is a mysterious quest where Eldon, West and Hunter are each a farm animal and James is the boat. James has to try to bring Eldon, Hunter and West across the river, while James is the boat, but he has to bring one at a time. Amanda decides to let Emily get her in her plan to destroy the studio
from the inside by hiding the Nationals' costumes to prevent them from going to the Nationals. Emily decides to hide them in the trash so she can bring them back quickly. Amanda says they have to steal the key that saddens Emily because she doesn't like to steal. Luckily, Phoebe's in Kate's office, but that doesn't stop Amanda from stealing the key. She
simply asked Pheobe to show them a yoga move, but then Emily steals the key and then they leave without Phoebe noticing. In the Kate is furious with the four boys and their quest. She goes in the costume place to find the costumes, but then realizes that they are not She decides to do a search for the suits West finds them in because Emily simply gave it
to West. This makes Amanda curious, so question West. Answer that it's your raccoon. Kate decides to keep the suits at home until the Nationals. 5323B better than thisFrank van KeekenRachael ShaeferOctober 17, 2014 (2014-10-17) James is determined to complete the to-do list to recover Riley. Task number nine is to receive your driver's license.
Before he can take the test, James attends a driving class. James being his dumb self pays no attention. When asked a questionnaire about what the instructor has just said, James is unable to answer. The instructor is less than impressed. The driving instructor tells James that tomorrow will be his and passing his test will be almost impossible. Michelle,
however, is filling her free time with all kinds of clubs. None of that seems to make her happy, except the Debate Club. Thalia decides to go see Michelle at Debate Club to see if she's really happy. While there, Thalia sees that Michelle has finally made the team and will be debating that night. To get Michelle back, everyone agrees to go to the debate and
encourage Michelle, hoping this will make Michelle realize they're a family and how much she misses them. Still suspicious of Emily, Amanda once again asks how West found the suits in the trash, but West tells Amanda he was channeling her inner raccoon. When Amanda asks if Emily pointed him in the trash can, West says she can't remember, but he
believes it. Amanda now knows Emily can't be trusted with her plan to take The Next Step. Having passed their driving test, James and the instructor joke with Riley and James' mom making it look like he failed. In the end, James was able to cross number nine off Riley's list. It's finally time for Michelle's debate, and all of A-Troupe's dancers attend to cheer
her up. Michelle is surprised and happy The Next Step is there to cheer her up. Even after having missed her friends, Michelle still chooses the dance debate. 5424Brad HruboskaChloe van Keeken and Rachael SchaeferOctober 24, 2014 (2014-10-24) Kate tells the studio that someone needs to take CPR lessons for the Nationals. Riley volunteers for
James, but James says he will only do so if Riley does. James and Riley go to CPR class together and realize that the instructor is very rare. The instructor says they have to partner with someone to do word of mouth, but he chose the partners. He associates with James with the old lady and Riley with a random guy. James doesn't like that. When James
does cardiopulmonary REANIMATION to his partner, she pulls him towards and kisses him. Back in the studio, Kate says the money's missing, so talk to Chloe as she's supposed to have the key. She said that Do it. Then Emily talks and suggests checking Amanda's bag. Kate checks her purse, but it's empty. Amanda did this because she knew Emily was
going to stab her, so she put the money in her purse. Amanda then tells Kate to check Emily's bag to do it and the key that opens the box is there. After Kate says Emily is on hold and could possibly be expelled from the studio. Finally, Emily texts Riley an SNS (the sister needs the sister) so Riley comes and Emily tells Riley everything about what happened.
Riley says he has to do something about it. 5525Just DanceKim DerkoChloe van KeekenNovember 7, 2014 (2014-11-07) Emily continues to suffer due to what Amanda did. Riley helps her and makes a plan to prove Amanda is still with Elite. Chloe realizes that Stephanie and Amanda are buying juices with a $5 bill that Margie drew, that Chloe remembers
being from the money for the nationals' entry that was stolen, thus proving that Amanda, not Emily, stole the money. After they show Kate, Amanda is expelled from the studio. Meanwhile, James has to do one last task; so Michelle can go back to the studio. He tricks Michelle into coming to the mall, but James prepares a flash mob with hundreds of people
to get her back. Michelle finally decides to return to the studio. James and Riley are together again, and they kiss. 5626Water ItDerby CreweChloe van KeekenNovember 14, 2014 (2014-11-14) Thalia and Giselle give James and Riley the duet again because they are back together. Kate asks Michelle if she still wants the solo, Michelle says no, but Kate
convinces her to get her solo back. West and Emily have fun together while mimicking Thalia and Giselle's conversion. Meanwhile, Riley and James are having a hard time practicing their duet together. Michelle is practicing her solo in Studio A, and Eldon comes in and asks Michelle to do it alone for him to give her advice on her choreography, making
Michelle feel more at home in the next step again because Eldon is helping her. Riley talks to Emily about how she's not sure about her and James because the duo isn't working, so Emily tells Riley to get James a present because after all, James made the huge list for Riley. Riley tricks James into thinking West is waiting for him in the park, but after James
gets there he realizes West isn't there, but Riley is, Riley prepares a Picnic for James and she has Shwarma for him. Michelle and Eldon spend all day helping each other and giving us advice on their solos and going to the culture store afterwards and having a few drinks. The episode ends with Riley and James saying a toast and kisses and dancing at the
end. 5727Ejecuting this cityShawn ThompsonRachael SchaeferNovember 21, 2014 (2014-11-21) Miss Kate decides to give the boys the small group after Amanda left to return to Elite. The boys are prowling around and then Miss Miss asks to see their routine, and they only had a starting pose, so they need help with their routine. As a gift, Miss Kate invites
Luther Brown to come choreograph her routine. Thalia and Giselle get up to date with Michelle, but every time she talks about something other than dancing, they insist on teaching her the next routine. Finally, Michelle asks what's wrong, and her friends come clean saying they're afraid she'll leave again. Michelle confirms that she would never leave again as
she is with her royal family. Thalia and Giselle help Michelle with national routines. James gives Eldon advice on dating, saying he has to do 30 pirouettes before he can date a girl. The episode ends with the boys, who now have a great routine for the Nationals, and the girls, who are friends again, all dancing and I have a great time. 5828Re-MatchMitchell
NessChloe van KeekenNovember 28, 2014 (2014-11-28) The next step goes to the nationals. While they wait, as they watch The Dance Life come in. Life of Dance (Ladies of Destruction) are definitely the biggest competition in The Next Step. After registering with the Nationals, they are told that they can complete a scavenger search so that A-Troupe can
go to Shawn Desman's concert. Emily is a huge fan of Shawn Desman, so West, Giselle and her volunteer for the search for scavengers. One of the things in the scavenger search is getting a picture with Shawn, but when they find out they were at the end of the line, they realized that Shawn Desman wouldn't stop by every person in time. West has a plan
to pretend to be a celebrity so The Next Step can go to the front of the line to see Shawn Desman and also to get his autograph. West's plan works and at the end of the episode The Next Step everyone goes to Shawn Desman's concert and have fun. 5929Viejos friendsMitchell NessFrank van KeekenDecember 4, 2014 (2014-12-04) Eldon is forced to face
Daniel during the Nationals' men's solo dance. Daniel's competitiveness gets in the way of his friendships with A-Troupe members, giving them a cold shoulder before performing his solo, but he reconciles with them at the end of the episode and in the National Party at the end of the episode, when Daniel is invited to audition for Juilliard by Juilliard's boss,
who was impressed by his performance. 6030I Don't KnowMitchell NessFrank van KeekenDece December 12, 2014 (2014-12-12) The next step advances to the next stage of the Nationals. It's time for the boys to do their small group dance, but James has yet to decide whether or not to include the B-Twist at the dance. Ultimately, he decides not to and
feels very bad and scared that The Next Step will be eliminated as the small group competition is so fierce. that The Next Step advances James and Riley have to do their duet. They decide to change their duo to a story about a man who is about business sitting in an art museum and a piece of art that comes to life to show you your world. Just before they
get on stage Riley tells James to do turn B to do it, and he lands it. The duo win and James and Riley kiss. The episode ends with Riley telling James that she loves him. 6131 What do you expect? Mitchell NessFrank van KeekenDece November 19, 2014 (2014-12-19) Michelle and Amanda are paired for the solo round, and Amanda is very nervous. A-
Troupe decides to shop at the mall, while Lucien tells Tess to follow them and make sure Michelle doesn't come back on her own. Tess follows Michelle to a store and puts perfume in her purse and Michelle gets caught. Meanwhile at the Nationals, A-Troupe is looking for Michelle everywhere, but she can't find her so they come up with a backup plan that's
for Chloe to go back to the mall to find Michelle and Riley to play her solo that auditioned for after Michelle Left. Amanda is mad at Lucien and Tess for making Michelle late and wants to win fair and square. Security at the mall looks at the security tape and discovers that Michelle is innocent and agrees to let her go. Michelle returns and performs her solo
and wins against Elite. 6232You Love MeMitchell NessFrank van KeekenDecember 26, 2014 (2014-12-26) The Next Step has advanced to the semi-final round of nationals and are extremely nervous to perform due to all talented companies. During a rehearsal, Thalia and Eldon look for a sweet spot, somewhere where energy feels good. West asks Emily if
- or rather she says - they should go out. Towards the end of the semi-final dance, Emily injures her knee in the number and the whole team starts to get scared, but they are happy at the same time, as they won the round and now go on to compete against the LOD in the Nationals Finals. Unfortunately, the studio has a short dancer left. 6333 What
Dreamers Do (Part 1)Frank van KeekenFrank van KeekenMarch 13, 2015 (2015-03-13) 6434 What dreamers do (Part 2)Frank van KeekenFrank van KeekenJanuary 2, 2015 (2015-01-02) The next step faces the life of dance in the final. They're nervous because they may lose due to Emily's injury. They're about to announce her loss when Amanda comes
in and says she'll dance with the studio. Amanda explains that Kate sent her name so she could dance with The Next Step, when Amanda was already in Elite. Dance life goes crazy because they thought it was against the rules to dance on two teams, but since it's not a rule he's allowed to dance. Life of Dance performs a routine about a paparazzi and
modeling. The next step is very concerned. When it's time for The Next Step to perform, they do a dance with a circus-themed dance. When the judges take the stage to announce the winner, it is revealed that The Next Step is crowned crown Emily and West, along with Riley and James, kiss. Kate, Giselle and Chloe are returning to the studio and see an
eviction notice. They find out they're being evicted so the building can build condominiums. Riley and James are driving, arguing about Miss Kate finding a new studio. Kate and the dancers are packing the studio when Lucien comes in. He tells Kate that he knows of his eviction notice and that she knows they have nowhere to dance. Kate becomes impatient
and tells her to get to the point. Lucien says he has a studio for them to dance with, but in return, he wants The Next Step and Elite to merge into a single international team. Season 3 (2015) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byOriginal air datePart 1 651Coming Home? Samir RehemFrank van KeekenMarch 16, 2015 (2015-03-16) A-Troupe
reunites after his nationals win, but the celebrations are short-lived. The team must find a new place to dance, or make a great sacrifice that will determine the future of The Next Step. Meanwhile, James helps plan his aunt's wedding. 662Game, Set and MatchSamir RehemElbeth BeckerMarch 16, 2015 (2015-03-16) Kate finally decides to tell the dancers the
truth, which is that Lucien has bought the building and is insisting that they merge with Elite. First they think they're going one by one with Elite, but it could be Elite vs Elite, Elite vs The Next Step or worse, The Next Step vs The Next Step. Eldon is deeply horrified by the idea of going against his own team, so he leaves A-Troupe. Lucien meets Daniel in a
park and tells him that he has the opportunity to join a team that goes to internationals if he does everything he says, and Daniel agrees. Thalia finds Eldon in the music room, and Eldon tells him she's not ready to go back to A-Troupe. She tells the rest of A-Troupe, and James says he will try to get it back. Michelle is having trouble trusting Amanda after the
past, but when the spy speaks to Elite and listens to her saying she's with The Next Step, she says she trusts her now. Daniel visits the next step and tells A-Troupe that he is with Elite. James finds this as a way to get Eldon back and Eldon returns. The team is ready to take over Elite. 673SecretosShawn ThompsonChloe van KeekenMarch 17, 2015 (2015-
03-17) Emily learns that she will not be able to dance for at least 8 months. She trusts Stephanie and swears she's secreted. Without wanting Emily to get hurt, Stephanie tells Riley that Emily is unable to dance. Riley confronts Emily who still insists on dancing, so Riley tells A-Troupe and Miss Kate, meaning Emily is shot down from the team. Lucien makes
a deal with Miss Kate that Michelle automatically reaches the internationals, but she is counted as elite victory because she holds the title of Miss National Soloist. 684Ke games BeginShawn Alex ThompsonTricia Fish &amp; Emma Emma The dancers compete one by one for a place on the international team. Hunter goes first, and chooses Eldon's name.
They have to go against each other and Eldon wins, which means Hunter is off the team. Daniel and Lucien come up with a plan to eliminate more dancers from the next step by placing them against each other. When James is called to dance Lucien creates a fun that allows Daniel to change the names on the hat. The episode ends when James chooses a
name from the hat and is Riley's name. He is surprised to discover that he will have to compete against Riley for a place at Internationals. 695The FalloutChloe van KeekenRachael SchaeferMarch 19, 2015 (2015-03-19) The episode begins with James and Riley practicing their solos to compete for a place in internationals. Riley confesses to James that he
would rather not go to internationals than to her than to compete against him. James convinces her to dance completely for the team and also promises to do the same. Riley dances his solo and keeps his promise, but when James gets up to make his solo he realizes that Riley deserves to have the place over him and so he leaves. Riley is shocked and
crazy, as he did not keep his promise. After talking to Eldon, Riley realizes that James did it to do something good from a bad situation and did it because he loves her. She's going to find James who's practicing in the music room and she tells him she loves him and she knows why she did what he did. 706The Times They Are a Changin'Shawn Alex
ThompsonChloe van KeekenMarch 20, 2015 (2015-03-20) Giselle faces a well-known opponent in his battle when she dances against Daniel, fortunately she wins and Chloe defends her place on the team. Tess and Amanda go head-to-head. When Amanda wins, she is the seventh dancer to win and ownership of The Next Step is decided 717That new
beginningSamir RehemAmy ColeMarch 23, 2015 (2015-03-23) The new elite members are having difficulty adapting to life in A-Troupe as well as Noah. James plans a surprise for Riley for when he removes his brakes, which is giving him corn on the cob. Eldon sees, and he has the idea of giving Thalia a corn in the cob too. Shantel and Giselle, as well as
Max and West and Noah and Close, have to work on a duet to bond with each other. Max and West and Noah and Close make fantastic, but Shantel and Giselle fail. 728I'm Your CaptainSamir RehemChloe van KeekenMarch 24, 2015 (2015-03-24) Michelle resigns as dance captain, saying it's not fair if she's not fully engaged to the team, so Kate chooses
Giselle for the new dance captain. Shantel challenges Giselle for the position of dance captain because she feels she would be a great leader. Everyone makes a threesome and whoever wins is the new dance captain. Shantel contemporary dance with Noah, Thalia and West, while Giselle does hip-hop dancing with Max, Max, and Chloe. She's struggling,
so she asks Michelle about how to be a great dance captain. James needs to find a suit for Aunt Kathy's wedding at his Uncle Enzo's store. He's going terribly, so Riley helps him. Giselle finally creates a great routine and wins the trio challenge, which means she's the new dance captain, so Shantel leaves A-Troupe and says she did because she didn't want
to be on a team that didn't respect her talent. 739 Prince NutcrackerSamir RehemElizabeth BeckerMarch 25, 2015 (2015-03-25) Eldon challenges West to audition for the company Le Ballet de la Reine Touring for The Nutcracker, so West asks for Chloe's help. Chloe goes with West to an audition for moral support, and they make the final round. West
doesn't come in, but he's very happy for Chloe who's offered a part. Seeing Shantel go, there's one more space in A-Troupe, and James is offered the space, but he doesn't think he's too committed as he is to his band. In the end, James joins A-Troupe and everyone is happy except Chloe, who has to make a big decision; The Nutcracker or the
Internationals? 7410Can't Fight This FeelingSamir RehemRachael SchaeferMarch 26, 2015 (2015-03-26) Thalia is starting to feel for Eldon, but wonders if he and Michelle are actually outperforming each other. Meanwhile, Richelle is upset that Noah and Abi get along so well, because she likes Noah. Thalia talks to Michelle about her and Eldon, and
Michelle says she's pretty close to him and they're good friends. Thalia then talks to Eldon about Michelle and says they seem to have chemistry, which he agrees with. This bothers Thalia, so she gets away. Michelle thinks Thalia asked him about Eldon because she might have said she still likes him, so she confronts him and then realizes thalia was really
asking because she likes it. After that, Michelle tells Thalia that she and Eldon are not going to be together again and that she doesn't even like it that way, and she's totally fine with them, so Thalia goes to talk to Eldon and sees him do a freestyle solo dance. When it's over, they both say they really love each other and take each other by the hand.
Meanwhile, Chloe still has no idea what to do with the decision she has to make; West tells him to follow his dream, but he doesn't want to let the team down. 7511 Marry meFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenMarch 27, 2015 (2015-03-27) James finally meets his aunt's fiancé, and discovers that he is the madman who was his driving instructor from when
he was completing the to-do list for Riley. Riley's very afraid of him, and James says it's more than weird. Elsewhere, Thalia helps Eldon teach the J-Troupe acro class and they approach when they perform a duet for them. Also he has trouble adjusting to his parents' divorce and thinks it's all his fault. Aunt Kathy's wedding preparations are not going well, as
Arthur has godfather and the band couldn't do it. James offers to be Arthur's godfather and play the wedding to his band. The wedding is a huge success and he and Riley have a lot of fun. 7612Do the right ThingFrank van KeekenRachael SchaeferMarch 30, 2015 (2015-03-30) Chloe is increasingly concerned as she has no idea what to do with her
decision. Meanwhile, even though they get along so well, Thalia goes to Eldon in Hidalgos and asks if she would like to go to a concert with her. Eldon makes weird excuses because he needs to do 30 pirouettes before he can go out with her. Chloe becomes guilty when Miss Kate says she has no idea what she would do without her. Thalia confronts Eldon
about what's been going on, so he takes her to James and he explains about the 30 pirouettes. West tells Chloe that if she doesn't take the job offer, she'd be disappointing at the next step. West helps Eldon with his problem, but he's getting sick of all the constant turn. Chloe finally makes a decision, and tells Miss Kate that she has accepted the offer. Kate
is very proud of her and says she is following her dream and will miss her very much. Eldon has given up doing 30 pirouettes, Thalia sees him on the floor and tells him he's doing a very good job. She helps him get up and then they start practicing pirouettes together. Chloe's dancing in Studio A one last time, and Margie shows up. They do a ballet piece
together, and Margie says goodbye and disappears in glitter. 7713Put You FirstPatrick SisamEmma CampbellMarch 31, 2015 (2015-03-31) James forgets his anniversary with Riley, so he gives him a box of half-food chocolates. He tells her that he has a big surprise for her later, and Riley tells him that she has something big for him too, when they don't
really have anything for each other. Meanwhile, Giselle, Thalia and Amanda are practicing a threesome to be prepared for the internationals, but Amanda has to go help her mother. Max helps Giselle and Thalia with space and comes up with a new trio, so Kate replaces Amanda with Max. West and Eldon watch Noah grab a glass of milk while he's talking to
Cierra, so they test his capture skills in Hidalgos, and he can also catch it as he looks the other way. They test your dodge skills, and he can dodge while flipping. They finally test their senses in the dark, have blindfolded and West, Eldon and Close wear night vision goggles, but still catch them very quickly. James creates a song for Riley with his band for his
gift, and she loves it. Riley puts a huge canvas in Studio A and a lot of paint. They splash each other with paint and dance together, and have a great anniversary. 7814Spero get itFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenApril 1, 2015 (2015-04-01) Chloe's missing, the team needs to find a twelfth dancer for internationals. They lead to B-Troupe auditions with
Skylar, Abi, Shannon, Jake and Hearing. Daniel makes a surprise comeback saying he's there to audition, claiming that the Next Step can't win internationally without him. Everyone auditions, and Stephanie makes an amazing one. Michelle contemplates returning to Madison with her mother after talking to Hunter on the video chat. Meanwhile, in the studio,
auditions begin for the only place to replace Chloe. company A gets to decide who does it. Everybody chooses Stephanie. 7915The New Girl in TownFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenApril 2, 2015 (2015-04-02) With Stephanie joining A-Troupe to complete the International Team, the team is very excited and ready to take on internationals. All A-Troupe is
very happy with his team for internationals. While everyone has fun, a dancer from England arrives named Ella who is part of the international exchange program and Riley must mentor her. Riley immediately doesn't like it because he makes a joke along with Noah and West, and later plays Max in Hidalgos. Amanda is chosen for the exchange program and
has to go to Sweden, but Amanda doesn't want to go. Amanda wants to trade with West so West can go to Sweden, but Miss Kate explains that Amanda is the Internationals team alternative and will only compete if someone else from A-Troupe can't. Eldon is practicing 30 pirouettes in Studio A with Thalia, but he's stuck at 14. She and Riley come in, and
she offers to help, saying that if he makes 24 she'll kiss him. Thalia doesn't care right now, but when he does 24 pirouettes and she really kisses him, she gets very angry and tells Riley that she's going to give Eldon more motivation. Giselle needs help being a good dance captain, so Michelle gathers some J-Troupers to stage, but Giselle ends up having the
studio go bankrupt 19 times, many injuries and even a deportation. Richelle feels bad for her, so she gives her the dance captain's diary Emily gave her. Thalia drags West to Studio A and asks Eldon if she wants to see anything, then kisses West twice in front of him. Did you tell Eldon? to turn and he does 9 pirouettes, so he tells her it's disappointing. Riley
sees Ella's drum kit wrapping James' drum kit in bubble wrap and thinks it's fun, so he joins in. At the end of the episode, Riley, Eldon and Thalia visit Michelle at home while she is helping her mom pack. They give him muffins and say good-bye to her. Michelle says later that no matter how hard it is to say goodbye to her friends, she doesn't know how she
will say goodbye to her mother and may say goodbye to them for the last time. He feels very sad and wonders what it would be like to say goodbye to the next step. Part 2 8016Score SweetFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenSeptember 11, 2015 James is concerned with his band and can't devote time to his duet with Riley for Internationals, so she helps
him let him let Meanwhile, Eldon and Thalia try to discover the sweet spots of the study. When Eldon puts a love letter for Thalia in a sweet spot, he gives them a narrative of, saying that a 30-pirouette relationship is better than a 21/22 pirouette relationship. 8117Jay PrychidnyElizabeth BeckerSeptember 11, 2015 (2015-09-11) As the tension of Internationals
increases, Riley and She help the group relax by cheating on them to learn square dance. A letter arrives from internationals and She and Riley put a note on the envelope telling the team they need to learn a square dance. Once the pressure increases, the team gets stressed and Riley can't stand the stress. She tells James thinking he'll understand how he
loves jokes, but he gets angry. He goes to the music room saying Riley's not the girl he fell in love with. The team ends the episode by performing the square dance, but James does not appear to be Riley's partner, so after she has danced with Stephanie for a while she dances with Riley. Riley says he has more fun with her than he has had with James for a
long time, which is troubling for the future of his relationship. 8218 Mixed MessageJay PrychidnyRachael ShaeferSeptember 18, 2015 (2015-09-18) She makes Riley and James take a closer look at their relationship. Elsewhere, Thalia and Eldon devise clandestine ways to communicate. 8319 Never thereRachael ShaeferChloe van KeekenSeptember 25,
2015 (2015-09-25) Michelle is struggling with her parents' divorce, and this affects the team. Meanwhile, James and Riley try to see things from the perspectives of others; and she tries to convince Noah that A-Troupe is the right place for him. 8420Cry Me a RiverSteve BendernjakRachael ShaeferOctober 2, 2015 (2015-10-02) Michelle, Riley, Close, Giselle
and Stephanie are doing a 2-7-person group dance and after Michelle starts crying on the floor for being an alternative and how useless it seemed on the throne and Stephanie goes to her 2-7-person group dance and after Michelle starts crying on the floor for being an alternative and how useless she seemed on the throne and Stephanie goes to her and
helps her. Noah and Eldon fight after Noah's interrogation about why Eldon is the internationals' male soloist and not him. They fight for a while until Noah admits defeat because he thinks Eldon is amazing. Max, James and West are chatting about Internationals and James burps, so Max burps and West seem upset and James asks if he can burp and West
replies no. She tries, but he fails and all of a sudden she does a massive burp and surprises the boys and she says First Round Ella. Stephanie is helping Michelle and Riley comes asking to rehearse and exclaims that Miss Kate chose her to to The Next Step for the women's solo round and Michelle cries again. The boys are trying to drink raw egg, but
everyone can't do it, but she goes up and pours the six into a glass and drinks them. James says 'Who is this girl?' Noah and Eldon make a duet that is amazing and Eldon proclaims that he will be the next year. The boys come and challenge Ella to a sporting event, she chooses football. Stephanie is helping Michelle see the brighter side of being an
alternative and Michelle becomes happier. James, Max and West are outside and she comes with a football and they throw him away and replace him with a football. Max kicks the ball and misses and she kicks it and scores directly through the pole. She says I have four older brothers, where do you think I learn this? James tries but fails miserably. Michelle
feels a lot better and she and Stephanie go home. 8521Hoy I'm beating tiChloe van KeekenMalek Pacha &amp; Bradley VermuntOctober 9, 2015 (2015-10-09) A-Troupe members join with B-Troupe people for duets. Meanwhile, Stephanie tries not to resort to old habits; Close's love of dance leads to problems with Skylar; and Richelle tries to deal with her
love for Noah. 8622Is my partyKim DerkoRachael ShaeferOctober 16, 2015 (2015-10-16) Giselle and West help Eldon and Thalia to the relationship. A Troupe throws a surprise party for Amanda's arrival from Sweden. Noah wants to kiss Abi. 8723Welction to MiamiFrank van KeekenTricia FishOctober 23, 2015 (2015-10-23) Una Troupe arrives in Miami for
Internationals. Everybody's buzzing and all happy. Thalia learned to say hello in 55 different languages to tell the other Internationals dance teams. Kate tells the group they have to check in tomorrow, so they have a day off. James has a planned day with Riley, but Riley meets Ella and Riley and Ella go to a Cuban restaurant. She forgets the money for the
food, and decides to run back for it. Riley decides to order more food to pass the time. She leaves a call saying her team needs her and won't be able to go back to the restaurant, leaving Riley alone with no money and a huge bill to pay. Staff will notice that Riley eats all the food and suspicion. Riley comes clean for the manager, and he says he can pay the
bills working as a waitress, or the police will get involved. Riley decides to be a waitress, but she's going terribly. James receives Riley's text to help her, but he hangs out with Eldon instead, who is looking for sweet spots for his first date and Thalia's. James gets sick of this, and he goes to the restaurant and sees Riley and James and Eldon don't help her
pay the bill, they sit at a table and ask for some things. Riley gets mad at this and starts slapping James and Eldon, until they help pay the bill. James finally gives money and the bill is paid. Meanwhile, West shows the popular attractions of Giselle, Amanda and Stephanie in Miami, and they all end the tour dancing in front of a beautiful graffiti wall. 8824Lost
at SeaFrank van KeekenChloe van KeekenOctober 30, 2015 Kate and Giselle arrive to register for but James hasn't signed his form yet. Unfortunately, James is trapped in the middle of Everglade full of alligators with West and Eldon. Then the boys get stuck for two hours in the Everglades. 8925When the war is overMitchell T. NessRachael
ShaeferNovember 6, 2015 (2015-11-06) On the day of the men's and women's solo round, Eldon struggles with the loss of his lucky coin. Thalia comforts him and feels good. He performs his solo, he does very well, but is beaten by the Swedish dancer. Riley's friendship with her is tested when they have to compete with each other. She goes up a few shifts
before Riley and then she plays Riley's solo because Riley showed Ella her solo. Your biggest mistake. Giselle then performs a solo instead of Riley, but she still wins. 9026Somos the worldFrank van KeekenRachael SchaeferNovember 13, 2015 (2015-11-13) With the small group round fast approaching. Michelle, Giselle, Riley and Cierra are angry to see
that Stephanie is not putting as much effort into practice as she should be in practice and consider replacing her. Meanwhile, Thalia must compete with three dancers from different countries in the official first round of Internationals, and Eldon begins to suspect that his Polish teammate cares about more than just dancing. Thalia and her group move on to the
next round. 9127BlindMitchell T. NessFrank van Keeken &amp; Amy ColeNovember 20, 2015 (2015-11-20) The next step advances to the second round of Internationals. However, the Internationals board declares that the next dance should be danced blindfolded giving everyone great shock! The group is not doing well until West brings Noah into the mix
and then Noah replaces Michelle because she is the alternative. They beat France to advance in the competition. 9228Turn, Turn, TurnMitchell T. NessFrank van KeekenNovember 27, 2015 (2015-11-27) Eldon competes in a turn competition against seven other dancers to determine how long his team will have to re-work the routine of choosing music from
international councils. Eldon becomes longer, which means his team has more time, and means he can finally date Thalia. The next step faces Jamaica. The next step performs their 5-person dance and wins, which means they advance to the semi-finals. 9329She's Not YouMitchell T. NessFrank van KeekenDecember 4, 2015 (2015-12-04) The Next Step
have advanced to the semi-finals and confront England and because she betrayed Riley and her team said they will be made to repent. West receives food poisoning from a kebab position and then Michelle has to speak for him. It seemed that he would not dance in the semi-finals, however, just before he on stage he hurried and claimed he was well enough
to dance. Therefore, Michelle had to make a decision where to dance or let West dance. West then continued to continue the team and Michelle and Amanda watched from the wings with Kate. The Next Step beat England with their semi-final dance and The Next Step will reach the final, but their chances could be ruined. In the end they are warming up on
stage and Lucien walks and claims that he is a judge. 9430Howfrank van KeekenFrank van Keeken EndsEce December 11, 2015 (2015-12-11) The next step fights for the title of international champions against the Swedish team; James and Riley put everything on the game to give their team a chance to win. Daniel reappears in an attempt to help The Next
Step, but Giselle rubs it against him, although he can greatly help The Next Step. Daniel sends images of Lucien intriguing Giselle and gets Lucien carried away by security. Both the next step and Sweden perform their dance. The next step is 97, and Sweden is 92, but due to Sweden's 5-point lead it is a draw. This means that both teams have to perform
duets. Sweden performs a duet and so does James and Riley. The next step wins, so they are international champions defeating Sweden. Season 4 (2016-17) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleed byWritten byOriginal air datePart 1 951One More TimeFrank van KeekenFrank van KeekenFebruary 15, 2016 (2016-02-15) After winning Internationals, The Next Step
A troupe dances and celebrates its international victory. James goes to join her band permanently, Max goes to college, Stephanie leaves to become an actress in Hollywood, Giselle is looking for other opportunities, Thalia goes to a dance studio in Poland to explore her Polish family heritage however she is worried about Eldon. Amanda and Michelle are
determined to regain their status in a company. The rest of A Troupe is Close, West, Michelle, Noah, Riley, Eldon and Amanda. Later in The Next Step he has an open house where dancers from all over the dance world come. New dancers Sloane and LaTroy meet Michelle and Sloane is rude, which makes a bad first impression. A new dancer Alfie is
coming and James' younger sister, Piper, is also there. James says Piper isn't ready for The Next Step. 962Stir It UpFrank van KeekenLaura HarbinFebruary 19, 2016 (2016-02-19) A-Troupe auditions begin amid big decisions for two key dancers. In an attempt to avoid future arguments, Skylar and Close make a pact. 973Heads Will RollFrank van
KeekenBethany KasterFebruary 26, 2016 (2016-02-26) In the second round of auditions, a guest choreographer challenges auditioners with an unrthodox method of teaching. 984Welfth to the jungleFrank van KeekenAmy ColeMarch 4, 2016 (2016-03-04) The new A-Troupe is uncovered. Hoping to ease the nerves of his freshman partner, Piper decides to
form a When Riley is offered the chance of a lifetime, he must make a difficult decision. 995Square OneStephen ReynoldsBrad Vermunt &amp; Malek Malek Riley tells Kate that she has decided amanda to take her place in A-Troupe. Kate disagrees with the decision wholeheartedly, but admires Riley's decision. Riley enters Studio A to tell the dancers that
she is the studio's new director. 1006London CallingStephen ReynoldsIan MaloneMarch 18, 2016 (2016-03-18) West receives a mysterious package from London, England, leading to a big surprise to the brothers. Noah and Amanda collaborate on a song. 1017Walk This WayStephen ReynoldsTricia FishMarch 25, 2016 (2016-03-25) Amanda finds he little



characteristically nervous around Noah. Meanwhile, Riley distrusts James going to England. 1028RunawayStephen ReynoldsEmma CampbellApril 1, 2016 (2016-04-01) Riley discovers that Alfie is keeping a big secret that jeopardizes his place in The Next Step; James, West and Eldon dance in a competition in London, England. 1039Dancing with
MyselfJay PrychidnyLaura HarbinApril 8, 2016 (2016-04-08) Noah struggles to rehearse with his trio due to injury; Skylar uses this to convince Riley to give his trio the place to compete in the qualifier instead, but the original trio remains for the competition. Meanwhile, Michelle works on her dance moves with Alfie. 10410Simple Twist of FateFrank van
KeekenElbeth BeckerApril 15, 2016 (2016-04-15) As A-Troupe dances in the qualifier, Amanda struggles to find the right time to share her feelings for Noah, while Noah continues to hide her back injury. Noah's hidden back injury ruins dancing teams and TNS therefore does not qualify. TNS is defeated by a new team of brilliant but aggressive dancers
called the Gemminis. 10511On the RocksJay PrychidnyAmy ColeApril 22, 2016 (2016-04-22) After the loss of the first qualifier, Skylar thinks The Next Step deserves a better head of study, and thus persuades the other members of Company A to meet here in a rehearsal room; However, Alfie is also invited, but he disagrees and persuades the team not to
try to eliminate Riley, and in the end, the entire company including Riley all have a party for The Music Made Me Do It. 10612 Knowing Me, Knowing YouDerby CreweIan MaloneApril 29, 2016 (2016-04-29) Amanda tries to discover Noah's true feelings for her. LaTroy and Sloane fight after receiving an invitation they can't refuse. 10713The game belongs to
meDerby CreweElizabeth BeckerMay 6, 2016 (2016-05-06) A-troupe learn that there is a second qualifying contest (a 5-person dance) that TNS can compete in. Riley auditions where the team does solo in front of the team, and the others have 5 votes: the 5 with the most votes will compete in the second place. Tension seems to accumulate between and
Sloane when Sloane doubts that LaTroy can make the team and reveals that she didn't vote for him! LaTroy gets angry, but then reveals that he voted for Sloane. When the results, results, he is disappointed when he doesn't get on team Alfie, Noah, Amy, Richelle and Michelle join 5th with Piper so, Michelle and Piper have to compete for 5th place in the
team in the playoffs. Michelle starts to get cold with Piper and thinks Michelle's acting weird because she thought they were friends. 10814I Can't Go for ThatLamar JohnsonEmma CampbellMay 13, 2016 (2016-05-13) Riley is invited to an exclusive gala, and has to decide who to invite as his date. Skylar struggles to find his place in A-Troupe. 10915I Only
Have Eyes for YouSamir RehemMalek Pacha &amp; Brad VermuntMay 20, 2016 (2016-05-20) After performing a duet together LaTroy and Amy plan a date for Java Junction. In response to LaTroys' upcoming date with Amy, Sloane reveals, to Latroy, that she loves him. LaTroy goes out with Amy, as planned, and Sloane is heartbroled. Meanwhile, Eldon
and West are chased across London by an angry policeman (or, as Eldon calls it, a busking-busting-bobby) and Piper tries to cultivate the friendship between Riley and Alfie. 11016Love Will Tear Us ApartSamir RehemMatt HogueMay 27, 2016 (2016-05-27) Noah deliberately misses a trial so that he can rest his injured back. Enraged by this Riley makes
Noah demonstrate his ability to dance. Noah proves himself to Riley and Riley continues to assume that his back is not hurt. Sloane convenes a 0% club meeting to help deal with his break, in which he dances his feelings with the other members. Riley and Michelle have lunch together and remember their past in A-troupe (flashback clips are shown from
series 1). Alfie tells Riley that he loves her and Riley confesses that she loves him too, but refuses to go out because she prefers James. 11117 Nobody's Fault But MineSamir RehemFrank van KeekenJune 3, 2016 (2016-06-03) Midway through a rehearsal the Gemminis storm into the next step dance studio and reveal to the TNS dancers that a new
regionals rule allows the winner of the second qualifier to a steal dancer from any other competing team. Even though they already qualify the Gemminis want to enter the second qualifier so they can steal Alfie from TNS. To avoid this Riley pulls TNS from the qualifier. Meanwhile Eldon loses his phone, which has countless photos of him and Thalia kept on
it. After a long search Eldon finds the phone and begins to come to terms with his breakup with Thalia. 11218Thin time will comeLaura HarbinMatthew MacFadzeanJune 10, 2016 (2016-06-10) After leaving the second qualifier the team begins to prepare for the third qualifier, a duet competition in which only the winning dancers and their team can qualify.
TNS enters Noah and enlists in the contest, as they are the best dancers voted by the team (in episode 13). finally confides to Riley that his back is hurt and plans a trip to the hospital have his back checked. West competes and wins three dance battles against the Razor Backs in Bangers and Mash-Ups Hip-Hop Extravaganza. 11319How Deep Is Your
LoveDavid StorchAmy ColeJune 17, 2016 (2016-06-17) Alfie surprises Riley with a plan for the qualifying duo. Noah and Amanda start opening up to each other and LaTroy makes a heartbreaking decision since they hear from their father. 11420Kim DerkoFrank van KeekenJune 24, 2016 (2016-06-24) After Noah receives devastating news about the status
of his back, auditions for the next qualifier become even more important. Part 2 11521Kiss and TellKim DerkoFrank van KeekenOctober 14, 2016 (2016-10-14) Piper has trouble keeping Riley and Alfie's relationship secret with herself. 11622Rumour Has ItLaura HarbinBethany KasterOctober 21, 2016 (2016-10-21) Piper gives Riley an ultimatum to tell James
about the kiss. James is confused why Riley doesn't answer his phone calls. Musician Theo tries to help Amanda take her mind from Noah's surgery. James flies back to the studio after seeing Piper stressed in a video call. 11723Here Comes Your ManSteve BedernjakBrad Vermunt &amp; Malek PachaOctober 28, 2016 (2016-10-28) Thalia comes to visit
Eldon in London during the next round of the Bangers and Mash-Ups Hip Hop Competition. Amanda's cousin Cooper comes to visit The Next Step for a day. Noah fights Amanda watching him at his weakest point. James returns to the studio. 11824Tainted LoveDavid StorchEmma CampbellNovember 4, 2016 (2016-11-04) Riley tells James about the kiss
and he struggles with how to handle it. West and Eldon compete in the next round of the Hip Hop Bangers and Mash-Ups competition. Michelle helps Riley get through his plight. Noah and Amanda have their first kiss. 11925A Fool in LovePatrick SisamAmy ColeNove November 11, 2016 (2016-11-11) tells Riley James that he needs some space to balance
his feelings. Meanwhile, Amy helps LaTroy deal with being alone on the farm and Cassie tries to help Skylar overcome her fear when it comes to talking to strangers. 12026Policy of KarmaPatrick SisamLaura HarbinNovember 25, 2016 (2016-11-25) Emily appears to help Riley reach The Next Step to Regionals. Emily tries to get to the bottom of the problem
with the Qualifier duo. 12127Only YouTrevor TordjmanEmma CampbellNovember 25, 2016 (2016-11-25) Sloane assists Jude from Lost &amp; Found with his music video. Emily and Riley choose a dance captain. Noah struggles with being reassigned to a duet in qualifying. 12228Danger ZoneElizabeth BeckerElizabeth BeckerDecember 2, 2016 (2016-12-
02) Riley asks James for an impossible favor for the studio. Skylar helps zero percenters deal with their nerves. James and Alfie have a heated. 12329RivalryFrank van KeekenTricia FishDecember 9, 2016 (2016-12-09) (2016-12-09) and Alfie represents The Next Step in the final qualifier. Skylar has to step in to help when the situation is at a crossroads.
12430Nobody's PerfectMars HorodyskiTricia FishDecember 16, 2016 (2016-12-16) Riley and Alfie have their first date and are not doing well. Noah takes a big step in his relationship with Amanda. 12531Shake it OffSamir RehemMatthew MacFadzeanMarch 17, 2017 (2017-03-17) Amy helps Cassie with a history project. Riley makes a mistake with Alfie and
tries to make up for it. Skylar helps Noah prepare for the competition. 12632Come TogetherSamir RehemFrank van KeekenNovember 17, 2016 (2016-11-17)[a] Riley helps the team prepare for the competition by doing anti-bullying exercises. Everyone learns the different types of bullying behavior and how to deal with it. 12733It Ain't EasySamir RehemIan
MaloneMarch 24, 2017 (2017-03-24) James meets an old friend in London. Riley is confused by her feelings for Alfie. LaTroy returns from time to time with his father and heads to Sloane to resolve his feelings. 12834Bold As LoveBrad HruboskaIan MaloneMarch 31, 2017 (2017-03-31) Eldon, West and James compete in the finals at bangers and Mashups
Hip International Hip Competition. 12935Taking Care of BusinessBrad HruboskaMalek Pacha and Brad VermuntApril 7, 2017 (2017-04-07) James and Riley return to the studio, only to discover that a team member is gone. West and Eldon help the small group with their choreography. 13036The Edge of GloryIan ChanAmy ColeApril 14, 2017 (2017-04-14)
The team prepares to depart for regionals. Cassie is the alternative dancer. Giselle spends a break from her tour and gives Amanda a special invitation. 13137Even Better Than the Real ThingMitchell T. NessAmy ColeApril 21, 2017 (2017-04-21) The team competes in the first round in regionals. Due to a mis-reading of the rules, the solo round is not what
they expected. The result is devastating 13238Don't Stop Me NowMitchell T. NessLaura HarbinApril 28, 2017 (2017-04-28) The Next Step competes in the sudden death trio round. Michelle pushes herself before the trio dances to be ready. Amanda struggles with Giselle's offer. 13339Vir in a prayerMitchell T. NessLaura HarbinMay 4, 2017 (2017-05-04) The
team competes in the round of regional duos. However, with Sloane disqualified and Michelle injured, the Next Step does not have enough dancers to dance in the final, if they get there. 13440A change will comeMitchell T. NessFrank van KeekenMay 12, 2017 (2017-05-12) Now that Alfie is back, the team is able to compete in the Regionals final. But when
Michelle shows up ready to dance, Riley has to make a heartbreaking decision. The next step loses the Regionals and they are defeated by the Gemini, who later win Nationals International. Come Together is the 32nd episode of season 4, but it was 26th episode on the air. It aired on November 17, 2016, as a special episode for the Family Channel Stand
UP! Harassment Awareness Week. Season 5 (2017) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleEd byWrittened byOriginal air datePart 1 1351A New RegimeDerby CreweRachael SchaeferMay 26, 2017 (2017-05-26) 8 months after the regional loss of TNS, auditions take place for the next A-Troupe in the new east studio. Michelle is surprised when a familiar face appears
and announces that she is the head of the studio. Many previous A-Troupers do not make the cut. 1362Go West, Young MichelleDerby CreweKaren McClellanJune 2, 2017 (2017-06-02) Michelle makes a surprising announcement that breaks the studio in two, and as Emily puts her new A-Troupe to work, the dancers struggle to adapt to her new strict
philosophy. 1373Dance, Lies and HoverboardsJay PrychidnyEmma CampbellJune 9, 2017 (2017-06-09) A new unpolished dancer, Kingston, at TNS West might not have what it takes to be part of the team. Richelle is named dance captain of TNS East and befriends Lola. Piper offers to help Amy hide her secret from her mother, but is discovered by Emily.
The two girls fall off. 1384Leon MeJay PrychidnyIan MaloneJune 16, 2017 (2017-06-16) Emily hires a guest choreographer to teach a hip-hop class for TNS East, but when TNS West also appears Emily and Michelle go head-to-head. 1395It's All Fun and Games... Steven ReynoldsBrad VermuntJune 23, 2017 (2017-06-23) Amy's mom discovers she is not
dancing with the original A-Troupe. Noah tries to find an excuse to get out of a duet with Richelle, and do it with Jacquie instead. 1406No Good DeedStephen ReynoldsJan CaruanaJuly 7, 2017 (2017-07-07) Emily and Daniel give Amy another chance to get to A-Troupe. Noah admits to Jacquie that Henry is the reason he's making his relationship
uncomfortable. 1417HeathersStephen ReynoldsKaren McClellanJuly 14, 2017 (2017-07-14) Piper finds a new dancer for TNS West, while Zara has to choose between math and dancing at TNS East. 142812 Hour Party PeopleStefan ScainiRachael SchaeferJuly 21, 2017 (2017-07-21) TNS West launch a Dance-A-Thon, where people have to dance for 12
hours non-stop, in order to find a new member for their team. 1439A tale of two EldonesStefan ScainiKarl DiPelinoJuly 28, 2017 (2017-07-28) TNS West gets its tenth and final dancer. Former A-Troupe member Eldon agrees to choreograph for TNS East and TNS West, without Emily and Michelle knowing. 14410United and DividedStephen ReynoldsKaren
McClellanAgo August 11, 2017 (2017-08-11) Piper struggles to cope with being close to his duet partner. Noah leaves TNS East and joins TNS West. Henry must decide if he's ready to move on from an old breakup. 2 14511East Meets WestMitchell T NessRachael SchaeferOctober 13, 2017 (2017-10-13) TNS East finally competes against TNS West for a
place to opportunity in Kate brings Riley and James to judge the competition. Unfortunately, the result is heartbreaking. 14612Brave New WorldMitchell T NessMatt HogueOctober 17, 2017 (2017-10-17) (United Kingdom) October 20, 2017 (Canada) Kingston and Ozzy discover that Elliot has a secret that could mean that TNS East's victory does not count.
Sloane returns to give LaTroy a chance of a lifetime. Noah and Jacquie's relationship becomes tense. 14713TNS: Civil WarMelanie Orrjan CaruanaOctober 21, 2017 (2017-10-21) (United Kingdom) October 27, 2017 (Canada) Miss Kate makes a shocking decision that will affect the future of TNS East and TNS West; Noah and Jacquie take their relationship
to the next level. 14814Stand Together or Fall ApartMelanie OrrKaren McClellanOctober 24, 2017 (2017-10-24) (United Kingdom) November 3, 2017 (Canada) Amy and Piper develop a plan that could take TNS East and West to Regionals 14915This Changes EverythingDerekRachael SchaeferOctober 28, 2017 (2017-10-28) (United Kingdom) November 8,
2017 (Canada) Both TNS East and TNS West work in choreography to show Miss Kate Amy has to leave TNS and Emily and Michelle struggle to cooperate when they are locked in Emily's office for Ozzy. 15016Stand and DeliverDerek RyanBrad Vermunt, Ryan SpencerNovember 4, 2017 (2017-11-04) (United Kingdom) November 15, 2017 (Canada) Now
that TNS East and TNS West have combined, they are now TNS. Since the team is now new, dancers must vote for a new dance captain. Both Piper and Richelle campaign for the votes with Henry and Lola as their campaign bosses, whom the dance captain turns out to surprise everyone. Emily makes Heather an offer she accepts and Amy returns to TNS.
15117 O Brother! Why are you here? Kim DerkoEmma CampbellNove November 11, 2017 (2017-11-11) (UK) November 22, 2017 (Canada) Zara, Jacquie and Richelle compete to see who will get a hip hop solo in the Regional Qualifier Video, Ozzy, Kingston, Josh and Amy are chosen to perform a small group section in the video, Josh learns to connect
with his brother and Piper and Heather have some problems. 15218I have a visionKim DerkoIan MaloneNovember 18, 2017 (2017-11-18) (United Kingdom) November 29, 2017 (Canada) The team is about to start recording the qualifying video of its regional when Ozzy shows them a video from another team. The team realizes that their video won't be as
good so they decide to re-autograph the whole thing. Everyone has to come up with an idea and throw it at Noah, who is the dance captain. As Richelle and Lola come up with an idea, Richelle breaks her hip and after going to the doctor discovers she has hip syndrome, Richelle wants Lola to keep this a secret. Ozzy comes with an amazing theme that
dancers love and Use. Zara loses her hip hop solo which becomes a single pointe given to Richelle. 15319Snap DecisionDerby CreweRachael CreweRachael (United Kingdom) On December 6, 2017 (Canada) Noah is having trouble choreographing a contemporary section for the qualifying video, so he asks Jacquie to do so instead. Lola struggles to keep
Richelle's secret in a secret.so she turns to Heather for help, but things don't go as she should. Ozzy is in charge of the location for the qualifying video, but gets the dates mixed and has to find a new location with Kingston's help. Lola does something to Richelle that can lead to Richelle's dance in the qualifying video. 15420Pointe of No ReturnDerby
CreweKaren McClellanDecember 2, 2017 (2017-12-02) (UK) December 13, 2017 (Canada) Dancers will finally record the qualifying video, Piper discovers that he has feelings for Josh and wants to know if he has feelings for her, Daniel discovers Richelle's secret and tells Emily, but Emily is a stranger. Something happens that could change the next step
forever.. Season 6 (2018-19) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleed byWritten byOriginal air datePart 1 1551Grave New WorldDerek RyanKaren McClellanJuly 16, 2018 (2018-07-16) (United Kingdom) September 29, 2018 (Canada) As the new head of strict study of Step Next reveals, so is the fate of Michelle and Emily. 1562Wink It OutDerek RyanRachael
SchaeferJuly 17, 2018 (2018-07-17) (United Kingdom) 29 September 2018 (Canada) To help Piper, Noah reaches an agreement with Miss Angela's daughter Lily, which ends in surprising results. 1573Dance-ZillaDerby Crewemma CampbellJuly 18, 2018 (2018-07-18) (United Kingdom) September 30, 2018 (Canada) Richelle is back and A-Troupe
desperately hopes that she will take down Miss Angela. 1584Coup d'EtatDerby CreweBrad VermuntJuly 19, 2018 (2018-07-19) (United Kingdom) 30 September 2018 (Canada) With the help of A-Troupe, Richelle launches a plan that she hopes will deliver miss Angela's next step. 1595Verano Lovin'Derek RyanBrian HartiganJuly 20, 2018 (2018-07-20)
(United Kingdom) October 6, 2018 (Canada) Piper returns to TNS as Michelle and Emily are reinstated and face their first challenge as co-study chiefs. 1606Mean TwirlsDerek RyanKarl DiPelinoJuly 23, 2018 (2018-07-23) (United Kingdom) October 7, 2018 (Canada) Summer is tricked by dancers who are threatened by her, while TNS rents a rehearsal
space to a new dance team, AcroNation. 1617Oh Only Me-OhMitchell NessRyan SpencerJuly 30, 2018 (2018-07-30) (UK) October 13, 2018 (Canada) Kingston and Ozzy discover that Michelle is auditioning for a solo competition, but they couldn't so Kingston calls a very special person to help the boys stand out more at A-trou. 1628Mash-Up Match-
UpMitchell NessJan CaruanaAugust 6, (2018-08-06) (United Kingdom) 14 October, 2018 (Canada) Emily and Michelle pair the dancers for duets and the best dance receives a very special surprise 1639Amy's Prom Has Got It Goin' OnSamir RehemRachael SchaeferAugu 13, 2018 (2018-08-13) (United Kingdom) October 20, 2018 (Canada) a prom to make
up for what Henry has missed and everyone is looking for dates 16410Twinkle ToesSamir RehemKaren McClellanAugust 20, 2018 (2018-08-20) (United Kingdom) October 21, 2018 (Canada) Amy's prom begins but does not go as planned in 16511Never Been PickedSamir RehemEmma CampbellAugust 27, 2018 (2018-08-27) (United Kingdom) on October
27, 2018 (Canada) Amy comes to a decision that could change her dance career. 16612Thatment of the ConventionStefan ScainiBrian HartiganSeptember 3, 2018 (2018-09-03) (United Kingdom) October 28, 2018 (Canada) The convention begins with the styling wild dance contest for a place in the regionals and the world famous Dytto workshop.
16713Dulce and savoryStefan ScainiRachael SchaeferSeptember 10, 2018 (2018-09-10) (United Kingdom) October 28, 2018 (Canada) Everything is tense as it is Leon Blackwood's workshop and the solo competition for a five-point lead in the regional ones. While Emily explores some dancers to replace Amy. Part 2 16814 Ty'd to YouSamir RehemKaren
McClellanSeptember 17, 2018 (2018-09-17) (United Kingdom) March 2, 2019 (Canada) Henry finally has the courage to invite Amy out on a date like jaquie and Davis trying to get along so she can learn regional dance. 16915All MarblesStefan ScainiJan CaruanaSepúmber 24, 2018 (2018-09-24) (United Kingdom) March 3, 2019 (Canada) A-troupe must
decide to keep the noah or kick it off the team in order to have a chance at the regional 17016Menos beauty, More BeastStefan ScainiCorey LiuOctober 1, 2018 (2018-10-01) (United Kingdom) 9 March 2019 (Canada) Michelle invites two former members of company A to choreograph the hip hop routine for regional 17117Contemporanean
ContemporaryMelanie OrrRachael Schaefer 8ber 8ber 8ber , 2018 (2018-10-08) (United Kingdom) March 10, 2019 (Canada) Noah will choose the dancers for the contemporary routine for the regional ones, but Ozzy makes an impressive revelation about Kingston that can affect the entire team 17218Pequeña liesMelanie OrrBrian HartOctober 15, 2018
(2018-10-15) (United Kingdom) March 16, 2019 (Canada) After it affects her dance Ozzy tells Michelle and Emily Kingston's big secret 17319Pas De Don'tMelanie OrrBrad VermuntOctober 22 , 2018 (2018-10-22) (United Kingdom) 17 March 2019 (Canada) michelle invites a former member of A Troupe to the regional coreograpy Noah and Richelle's ballet
duet fo as a dancer thinks of joining a rival studio 17420AuditionionMelanie OrrE CampbellmmaObercto 29, 2018 (2018-10-29) (United Kingdom) March 23, 2019 (Canada) Noah goes to an audition recommended by Chloe , but ends up conducting essays for regionals while the rest of a company has a plan for the Kingston 17521Dancing situation the
EnemyMitchell NessBrad Vermunt &amp; Jan CaruanaNovember 6, 2018 (2018-11-06) (United Kingdom) March 24, 2019 (Canada) While waiting for the result of her Audition Noah works with Michelle to learn the choreography for the regionals 17622Our girl, summerDavid AntoniukE Campbell &amp; Brian Brian Brian (UNITED Kingdom) 30 March 2019
(Canada) No alternatives A company is left fluttering. struggling with bad relationships accessory habits and grudges. 17723A-Troupe EscapeDavid AntoniukKaren McClellan &amp; Rachael SchaeferNovember 20, 2018 (2018-11-20) (UNITED Kingdom) March 31, 2019 (Canada) Emily and Michelle catch a company in jolts and stairs to help them re-link and
forget and repair the past 17824No ShellNo ShellMitchell NessKaren McClellanNove 27 December 2018 (2018-11-27) (United Kingdom) 6 April 2019 (Canada) Atrpoupe takes the stage to determine his future in the reigonal copying of absolute dance 17925And then there were threeMitchellMitchell NessKaren McClellanNovember 27 , 2018 (2018-11-27)
(United Kingdom) April 7, 2019 (Canada) With The Next Step Acro nation and Encore dance Studio in the finals A company bring home a magnificent performance to bring home the title 18026Piano ManMitchell NessRachael SchaeferNmberove 28, 2018 (2018-11-28) (United Kingdom) April 7, 2019 (Canada) After a shocking discovery The Next Step and
the Acro Nation must fight in the tiebreaker round to declared winner of the regional Christmas special (2019) No.overallTitleed byWritten byOriginal release date181182It's A Wonderful Life special , PiperDerby CreweKaren McClellanDecember 13, 2019 (2019-12-13) (United Kingdom) December 21, 2019 (Canada) Essay is underway for a very special
holiday performance by El Cascanueces. Piper feels invisible after James and the original A-Troupe return to TNS and wishes he never made it to the studio in the first place. Her desire is granted when Giselle, as a fairy, appears and guides her through a miserable study. It is a very different TNS where the A-Troupers of the past and present are almost
unrecognizable. Piper realizes the wavy effect his life has had on the studio, but it may be too late after Alfie reveals his plan to turn TNS into a luxury hotel. However, Piper struggles to rekindle everyone's love of dance before she gets caught up in the alternate timeline forever. After asking for Finn's help to reunite the new A-Troupers, Piper sets his sights
on triggering happy memories for the original A-Troupe and reuniting James and Riley. Season 7 (2020) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleed byWritten byOriginal release datePart 1 1831The Goodbye GirlStefan ScainiRachael SchaeferJanuary 8, 2020 (2020-01-08) (United Kingdom) 10 April 2020 (Canada) A-Troupe surprises Michelle with an emotional, ending
in an unexpected outburst of Emily. 1842The Comeback KidStefan ScainiKaren McClellanJanuary 15, 2020 (2020-01-15) (United Kingdom) 17 April 2020 (Canada) A former member of A-Troupe returns in hopes of rejoining the studio, but finds that his is not easily forgiven. Richelle and Kenzie make a surprising discovery about Miss Angela's fate after
Absolute Dance released her on parole, while Henry is trampled when Summer's Oracle Cards makes some surprisingly accurate predictions. 1853Suplente 1853Suplente ScainiBrian HartiganJanuary 22, 2020 (2020-01-22) (United Kingdom) 24 April 2020 (Canada) Auditions for the alternative position are more competitive than ever as a new group of
talented dancers compete for the position. Nick and Emily use auditions to help determine A-Troupe's new dance captain. Ozzy becomes a dominant brother when his younger sister Izzy joins the studio. 1864Three's a CrowdStefan ScainiAmy ColeJanuary 29, 2020 (2020-01-29) (United Kingdom) May 1, 2020 (Canada) Tired of being dragged in different
directions by their two best friends, Piper gets Finn and Amy together in hopes of awakening a friendship with each other, but finds quickly becoming a disaster. Meanwhile, Summer struggles to track trials, adapting to unexpected changes in the company A. Ozzy and Heath are forced to put aside their differences when tension boils between the two that
puts them at risk of losing their place in the studio. Cleo, a new face of TNS, tries to climb the ranks befriending Richelle. 1875Good nights and good luckSteve WrightJan CaruanaFebrero 5, 2020 (2020-02-05) (United Kingdom) May 8, 2020 (Canada) With a raging storm outside and rehearsal time, Henry struggles to pick up the choreography for a national
routine. Trying to help Henry, Summer finds his relationship proven. After the lights go out in the studio, Kingston, Ozzy and Lily discover that someone turned off the light on purpose and everyone in the studio becomes suspects. Heath and Izzy come together in their ways of survival, much to Ozzy's dismay. 1886The favoriteSteve WrightBrad
VermuntFebruary 12, 2020 (2020-02-12) (United Kingdom) May 15, 2020 (Canada) When Summer makes a decision affecting Henry's place at the Nationals, he questions his decision, leading to a difficult realization about his relationship. Piper cancels plans with Finn and Amy at the last minute, and the couple spend the day getting to know each other, with
surprising results. Meanwhile, Cleo clashes with an unobered Judaz in the essay and makes a discovery about why Jude struggles to learn choreography. 1897A Star is BornMitchell T NessJan CaruanaFebrero 19, 2020 (2020-02-19) (United Kingdom) 22 May 2020 (Canada) Nick brings a surprise to the studio to help a confused group of A-troupe dancers
get out of their shells. Nick runs through a series of team-forming exercises with Emily in hopes of bringing them closer together, but finds that Emily's confidence is not easily gained. And a revelation about an exciting opportunity drastically affects the future of the company A. 1908 The Bicycle ThiefMitchell T NessBrian HartiganFebruary 26, 2020 (2020-02-
26) (United Kingdom) 29 May 2020 (Canada) A-troupe decides a new opportunity, but the nationals are just around the corner, and the studio is busier than ever. Former A-trouper Eldon is brought in to choreograph a National duo for Lily and Kingston, and discovers their dance dance it's better when they're fighting. Piper agrees to help Finn plan a first date
with a new girlfriend, but discovers a truth that could complicate everything before it starts. Nick's limitations become apparent when he tries to choreograph a dance for A-troupe and doesn't go well, while Ozzy is surprised when he discovers a secret romance in TNS. 1919The autumn of summerNikila ColeAmy ColeMarch 4, 2020 (2020-03-04) (United
Kingdom) June 5, 2020 (Canada) Summer is blind after Richelle returns from an Absolute Dance convention and changes the choreography for a routine. A-Troupe votes on which choreography they prefer, leading to an impressive result. Upon discovering a burgeoning romance, Ozzy is asked by the couple to keep it a secret, which Ozzy is more than
happy to do as long as they are willing to do whatever he asks. Meanwhile, Heath feels like a stranger and Cleo encourages him to go out on his own. 19210A Tale of Two AuditionsNikila ColeRachael SchaeferMarch 11, 2020 (2020-03-11) (United Kingdom) 12 June 2020 (Canada) A-Troupe vibrates with emotion, ready to perform for the greatest
opportunity of their lives. But her excitement is interrupted when Summer doesn't show up. Piper and Amy's friendship is tested when Piper catches Amy waving the past. 19311So can be oneDerek RyanKaren McClellanMarch 18, 2020 (2020-03-18) (United Kingdom) June 19, 2020 (Canada) Emily finds an astonishing fact that could spell the end of
company A's chances at the nationals and the end of a dancer's place on the team. Fearing endangering his friendship with Amy, Piper tries to keep his feelings a secret, but Finn discovers what he has been trying to hide. Meanwhile, Henry learns a hard lesson about honesty after revealing his true feelings about Kingston's latest news. Part 2 19412Lights,
camera, action! Derek RyanKaren McClellanMay 20, 2020 (2020-05-20) (United Kingdom) 26 June 2020 (Canada) Piper keeps his distance from Finn after he learns of his secret. However, when A-troupe's next adventure arrives, Piper and Finn come together in a group dance challenge. Summer struggles to find his place in TNS plans for his future, until
Cleo discloses a different plan. And Miss Angela returns to TNS and gets involved in a battle with Nick. 19513A Fine ShowmanceShelagh O'BrienJan Caruana &amp; Michael HanleyMay 27, 2020 (2020-05-27) (United Kingdom) July 3, 2020 (Canada) With Amy feeling bad about losing her family's annual camping trip, Finn decides to encourage her.
However, when none of his ideas work, Finn turns to Henry for help. Meanwhile, Lily's efforts to hide a possible scandal from her mother result in a disaster when she joins Kenzie, who cannot a secret. Ozzy and Izzy prepare a dance for their annual church talent contest, but collide after Izzy's request for creative input falls on deaf ears. 19614B-Troupe, Best
Troupe! Shelagh O'BrienRachael O'BrienRachael (UK) July 10, 2020 (Canada) Summer's new plans with Cleo depend on performing a perfect dance routine for a VIP. However, when Jude struggles with choreography, Summer is left with the difficult decision to remove Jude from the dance. If Summer does this, they have a better chance of impressing, but
it will be at the expense of a new friendship. 19715The absolute face of the brothers of the brothers Marni BanackBrad Vermunt &amp; Justin RawanaJune 10, 2020 (2020-06-10) (United Kingdom) July 17, 2020 (Canada) Piper decides that amy needs to be cleaned, while Nick tries to comfort a devastated Ricaelle after she is removed as the face of
Absolute Dance. Fed up with Kingston constantly canceling on them, Henry, Ozzy and Heath decide to audition other dancers in hopes of finding a new bro. 19816The Friendly SkiesMarni BanackBrad VermuntJune 17, 2020 (2020-06-17) (United Kingdom) July 24, 2020 (Canada) Amy tries to keep her mind out of Piper's betrayal by helping Henry with a
routine. After Henry reveals his inspiration for the routine, Amy realizes that she and Piper are not that different. When Amy forgives Piper, Piper can finally live in the moment. Ozzy and Kingston help Heath overcome his fear of flying. 19917Ocho crazy DatesMarni BanackThe SmithJune 24, 2020 (2020-06-24) (United Kingdom) July 31, 2020 (Canada)
Henry's arrangements for a special date are derailed when he is forced to select a new song for a dance routine, and each dancer wants to give his opinion. Meanwhile, Emily receives a series of thoughtful gifts and tries to determine who they are, and is surprised to discover that they are Michelle's. Cleo offers to read Jude's tea leaves, and tells him that
someone special is ready to enter his life. Jude admits that she has been in love with Cleo for a long time, and the couple agree to go on a first date. 20018Just DuetMarni BanackAmy ColeJuly 1, 2020 (2020-07-01) (United Kingdom) August 7, 2020 (Canada) Emily reluctantly agrees to talk to Michelle, who in return gives Emily an exciting offer. Nick pairs
the A-company dancers in order to prepare for a major performance, while Richelle and Kingston have their eyes on a bigger prize and participate in a series of dance battles to determine who will be the soloist for the performance. B-Troupe struggles to get Nick's attention as they try to choreograph a group dance, while Kenzie and Heath fall through a
rabbit hole in dance videos. 20119Grandes DecisionsDerby CreweBrian HartiganJuly 8, 2020 (2020-07-08) (United Kingdom) August 14, 2020 (Canada) Summer receives a letter offering a life-changing opportunity that would ruin Cleo's plans and wrest the decision follow his heart or stay with Cleo. Meanwhile, Winnie tries to convince Nick to use the tap in a
routine, but an injury forces her to recruit other dancers who do not share her passion. And Richelle begins to question her own future of dancing. 20220Danza, Dance, Dance, CreweKaren McClellan &amp; Rachael SchaeferJuly 15, 2020 (2020-07-15) (United Kingdom) August 21, 2020 (Canada) A-Troupe reels the news that they have lost their best
dancer and turn to a familiar face to replace them. As Emily reflects on her tempting offers, Nick makes a counteroffer, making it impossible for Emily to decide. Piper worries that Finn's constant delay could spell problems for company A's chances of success. 20321Mitchell T NessRachael SchaeferJuly 22, 2020 (2020-07-22) (United Kingdom) 28 August
2020 (Canada) After staying up all night to prepare, Finn takes a big false step and Emily is struggling to fix it. A-Troupe vents a little the night before his performance, but his fun is interrupted when his former teammate is discovered at his doorstep. Discouraged by Summer's decision, Cleo abandons her plans and it is up to Jude to remind her of what made
them special in the first place. 20422And So It BeginsMitchell T NessKaren McClellanJuly 29, 2020 (2020-07-29) (UK) 04 September 2020 (Canada) Tensions are high in A-troupe when Finn's error leads them to rework their routine hours before they are ready to perform. Nick is forced to make a difficult decision that results in Piper paying for Finn's
mistake, which puts his relationship on unstable ground. 20523Play it Again, FinnMitchell T NessRachael SchaeferAugust 5, 2020 (2020-08-05) (United Kingdom) 11 September 2020 (Canada) A-Troupe prepares for his dance, but an unexpected twist throws a massive key to his performance. While A-Troupe's future rests on the shoulders of an unexpected
dancer, a crisis of confidence threatens to sink the routine. Finn begs Piper to forgive him, but his apology falls on deaf ears, leaving Finn in the hope that a great gesture will win Piper's forgiveness. 20624 Everything comes to thisMitchell T NessKaren McClellanAugust 12, 2020 (2020-08-12) (United Kingdom) 18 September 2020 (Canada) A-Troupe faces
tough competition in a final performance, but are surprised when they discover an astonishing revelation from a former teammate. TNS makes a decision about his final performance that alters his dance careers forever. References by Bertrand, Ginger (July 12, 2012). Main photography begins in THE NEXT STEP a new temple street productions tween
drama for Family Channel. Astral. Retrieved January 6, 2013. Obtained from 2The article is about the Canadian drama series. For other uses, see The Next Step (disambiguation). Canadian TV series The Next StepGenreTeen byFrank Van KeekenStarringCurrent and former castTheme music composerGrayson MatthewsOpening themeStand Upby Jessica
Lee and Kit KnowsEnding theme Stand Upby Jessica Lee and Kit Knows (temporadas 1-4) Country of originCanadaOriginal languagelishNo. de temporadas7No. De De (list of episodes) ProductionProducent executives Chris Taylor[1] Ivan Schneeberg[1] David Fortier[1] Rachael Schaefer Karen McClellan Producers Laura Harbinel Schaefer Chloe Van
Keeken Jay Prychidny Wright Laurie McLarty Laura Notarianni Amy Cole Brian Hartigan Production Locations Production Studio:Filmport Presentation Centre, Toronto[2]Outdoor and Street Shots:Colborne StreetDundas StreetFront StreetJarvis StreetUniversity AvenueYonge Street[3]Camera ConfigurationMulti-Camera Christmas Time22–43
MinutesConfiding Radical Sheep Productions DistributorBoat Rocker RightsBBC WorldwideReleaseOriginal NetworkCanadaFamily Channel (Series 1-6)[1]CBC Gem (Series 7-present)Kingdom StatesUniversal KidsPicture format 480i (SDTV) 1080i (HDTV) Original releaseMarch 8, 2013 (2013-03-08) –present (present)ChronologyRelated showsLost &amp;
Found Music StudiosLost &amp; Found Music StudiosLossite The Next Step is a Canadian teen drama series created by Frank Van Keekenken. Follow the members of a starter dance studio company as they train and compete in various championships. They deal with rivalries with other dance schools and drama between the team itself. The series is shot
in a mockumentary style influenced by reality television. It premiered on the Family Channel on March 8, 2013 and has aired on Universal Kids in the United States and CBBC in the United Kingdom, respectively. The series has also generated digital content as well as live touring shows with its cast members. Episodes Main article: List of episodes of The
Next Step SeasonEpisodesOriginally released (Can.) Releaselast releasedNetwork13014March 8, 2013 (2013-03-08)June 7, 2013 (2013-06-07)Family Channel16September 20, 2013 (2013-09-20)3 January 2014 (2014-01-03)23417March 7, 2014 (2014-03-07)June 6, 2014 (2014-06-06)17Piembre December 12, 2014 (2014-09-12)2 January 2015 (2015-
01-202)33015March 16, 2015 (2015-03-16)2 April 2015 (2015-04-02)15Sepiembre December 11, 2015 (2015-09-11)11 December , 2015 (2015-12-11)44020February 15, 2016 (2016-02-15)June 24, 2016 (2016-06-24)20October 14, 2016 (2016-10-14)May 12, 2017 (2017-05-12)52010May 26, 2017 (2017-05-26)August 11, 2017 (2017-08-11)10October 13,
2017 (2017-10-13)December 13, 2017 (2017-12-13)62613September 29, 2018 (2018-09-29)October 28, 2018 (2018-10-28)13March 2, 2019 (2019-03-02)April 7, 2019 (2019-04-07)Special2December 21, 2019 (2019-12-21)YouTube72411April 10, 2020 (2020-04-10)June 19, 2020 (2020-06-19)CBC Gem13June 26 , 2020 (2020-06-26)18 September 2020
(2020-09-18) Main cast article: List of the characters of The Next Step Victoria Baldarraes as Michelle. Alexandra Beaton as Emily. Bree Wasylenko as Miss Kate Myles Erlick as Noah. Briar como Richelle. Sage Linder como Summer. Lamar Johnson como West. Jordon Clark como Giselle Isaac Lupien como como Brennan Clost as Daniel Samantha
Grecchi as Stephanie. Logan Fabbro as Amanda. Brittany Raymond as Riley. Trevor Flanagan-Tordjman as James. Jennie Pappas as Chloe Natalie Krill as Phoebe. Taveeta Szymanowicz-Bramble as Thalia. Zac Vran as Hunter. Alexandra Chaves as Piper. Emmerly Tinglin as Kenzie. Shamier Anderson as Chris. Devon Brown as Max. Megan Mackenzie
as Beth. Close Healey Closes like. Shantel Angela Vailloo as Shantel. Skylar Healey as Skylar. Abigail Bregman as Abi. Shelby Bain as Amy. Giuseppe Bausilio as Alfie. Allie Goodbun as Cassie. Akiel Juilen as LaTroy. Isaiah Peck as Henry. Erika Prevost as Sloane. She Gilling like Ella. Hanna Miller as Heather. Julian Elia as Elliot. Dawson Handy as Josh.
Julian Lombardi as Ozzy. Jessica Lord as Lola. Dylan Ratzlaff as Jacquie. Noah Zulfikar as Kingston. Milaina Robinson as Zara. Alexandre Deakin as Ty. Kelly Fanson as Angela. Joshua Lamb as Jones. Madi Langdon as Winnie. Liam Mackie as Finn. Carter Musselman as Heath. Katie Ortencio as Lily. Berkeley Ratzlaff as Davis. Emily Roman as Presley.
Brianna Dieblot as Grace. Myles Dobson as Nick. Shane Mahabir as Ethan. Kolton Moore as Marcus. Monquie Paul as Maya. Renne Romolo as Izzy. Molly Saunders as Jude. Danielle Verayo as Cleo. Development of the production On February 24, 2012, Family Channel announced that it had ordered 26 half-hour episodes (including S1 and S1.5),[4] and
a four-episode season finale. [5] Special content was also to be available, including The Next Step Interactive. Filming began on July 19, 2012 in Toronto, Ontario. [6] On April 9, 2013, Family announced that he had renewed the series for a second season. [7] On May 5, 2014, the series was renewed for a third season, which premiered on March 16, 2015.
[8] On April 16, 2015, it was announced that the series would return for a fourth season, which premiered on February 15, 2016. [9] On March 21, 2016, Frank van Keeken announced on Instagram that The Next Step would return for a fifth season, which premiered on May 26, 2017. [10] The series has been renewed for a sixth season of 26 episodes that
premiered in Canada on September 29, 2018. [12] A seventh season of 24 episodes premiered on CBC Gem on April 10, 2020, and was preceded with a two-part special in December 2019 on CBBC. [14] The filming of Colborne Street The Next Step is filmed at the Filmport Presentation Centre, Toronto. The exterior and street shots were taken in
downtown Toronto. Locations include Dundas Street, Front Street, Jarvis Street, University Avenue, and Yonge Street. The exterior shots that pass through The Next Step studio are from Colborne Street. [15] [16] and reception The premiere of The Next Step series set audience records for Family, with at least 574,000 viewers in its initial broadcast, setting a
record for the premiere of Family's best-rated original series. [7] On 8 January 2014, BBC Worldwide Worldwide the series to several international stations, including ABC Me in Australia, Hulu in the United States, and CBBC in the United Kingdom. [17] In Canada, the show also airs on Vrak in French. In August 2017, U.S. rights to the series were sold to
Universal Kids, with the network also becoming a production partner for season six. Boat Rocker Media, owner of series producer Radical Sheep Productions, cited a reduction in funding for the DHX Media series (owner of the Canadian Family series series) as a boost to the deal. [18] In July 2020, The Next Step was praised by viewers and the media for
conveying a same-sex kiss, when the characters Cleo (Dani Verayo) and Jude (Molly Saunders) kissed after performing a duet together. [19] This was the first same-sex kiss to appear on the series, after a gay couple was briefly featured in a fourth-season episode. [20] The scene also made history as the first same-sex kiss to air on CBBC. [21] Eloise
Stonborough of LGBT charity Stonewall described the scenes as an exciting time for LGBT representation, and praised the series for improving understanding of what it means to be a lesbian to young next-step viewers. [22] Year Award and Nominations Category Receiver Ref. 2013 Shaw Rocket Prize Kids (ages 6 to 12) The next step won [23] 2013 Digi
Awards Best in Cross-Platform Kids The Next Step Interactive Won [24] 2014 KidScreen Awards Best Complementary Website The Next Step Interactive Nominated [22] [26] 2014 Canadian Cinema Editors Awards Best Editing in 1/2 Hour Broadcast Short Form Jay Prychidny Won [27] 2014 Canadian Screen Awards Best Children's or Youth Fiction
Program or Series The Next Step Nomina [28] [28] [28] [28] [28] 29] Canadian Screen Awards 2014 Best Direction in a Children's or Youth Program or Series Episode – Sabotage Nominated [28][29] 2015 Canadian Screen Awards Best Children's or Youth Fiction Program or The Next Step Series Nominated [30] 2015 Canadian Screen Awards Best Writing
in a Children's or Youth Program or Alejandro Alcoba Series and Carling Tedesco Nominated [30] 2015 Awards Canadian Screen Best Performance in a Children's or Youth Program or Brittany Raymond Series Nominated [30] 2015 British Academy Children's Awards Kids' Vote Frank van Keeken Won [31] 2016 British Academy Children's Awards Kids'
Vote Frank van Keeken Won [32] 2016 Young Artist Awards Best Performance in a TV Series - Recurring Young Actor (14 - 21) Myles Erlick Nominated [33] 2017 Canadian Screen Awards Best Performance in a Children's or Youth Program or Series Brittany Raymond Won [34] 2018 Screen Awards Best Children's or Youth Fiction Program or Series The
Next Step Nominated [35] 2018 Canadian Screen Awards Best Performance, Children's or Youth Akiel Julien Nominated [35] 2018 Canadian Screen Awards Best Writing, Children's or Youth Youth Schaefer Nominated [35] 2018 Canadian Screen Awards Best Direction, Children or Youth Derby Crewe Nominated [35] 2019 Canadian Screen Awards Best
Children's or Youth Fiction Program or The Next Step Series Nominated 2019 Canadian Screen Awards Best Performance, Children or Youth Akiel Julien Nominated [36] 2019 Canadian Screen Awards Best Writing, Kids or Youth Karen McClellan Nominated [36] 2019 Canadian Screen Awards Best Direction in a Children's or Youth Youth or Mitchell Ness
Series Nominated [36] Digital Content The Next Interactive Step The next step AftershowGenreTalk showBasado in the next stepStarring Asha Bromfield Lovell Adams-Gray Luke Watters Kelly McNamee Samantha Munro Jordan Clark Original languageEnglishNo. seasons2No. Episodes50ProductionProduction1–3 MinutesProductions Temple Street
Productions Family Channel External LinksWebsite The aftershow began when an episode ended. [37] It lasted approximately 1-3 minutes, and was presented by five members: Asha Bromfield, Lovell Adams-Gray, Luke Watters, Kelly McNamee and Samantha Sam Munro. [38] The aftershow talks about The Next Step and breaks down some parts to help
the viewer understand the stories. [39] The Next Step: Off Season Since season four, The Next Step has had a off-season, featuring events between the end and the start of a season. The off-season usually involves clues for the coming season, as well as the introduction of new characters. The Next Step website has a website with information about the
characters, a calendar of episodes, a photo and video gallery of the series and a store, with clothes related to The Next Step. It also includes a soundtrack for The Next Step. [41] Tours Hit The Floor Tour The Next Step: Hit The Floor TourShopping Mall tour by the Next StepA promotional poster for the conestoga Mall tour dateStart dateOctober 19, 2013
(2013-10-19)End dateOctober 27, 2013 (2013-10-27)No. shows9 On September 27, 2013, Family Channel's Paul Cormack announced that the cast of The Next Step would tour. Cormack announced: We are always looking for exciting new ways to connect with our audience nationwide. The Next Step Hit The Floor Tour reaches viewers in their own
communities, providing a unique and interactive experience that demonstrates Family Channel's commitment to creating unique opportunities for its fans. Not all cast members were tour hosts. Only Victoria Baldesarra, Lamar Johnson, Isaac Lupien, Jennifer Pappas, Brittany Raymond and Trevor Tordjman were part of the tour. Each event consisted of the
cast acting in groups, a period of questions and answers where the audience makes and a session to get gifts to attend the event. The first 200 attendees were given a bracelet, which would give them an autograph signed by the hosts. Date[42] City Country October 19, 2013 Oshawa Canada Oshawa Centre Toronto Scarborough Town Centre October 20,
2013 Richmond HillCrest Mall October 21, 2013 Waterloo Conestoga Mall October 22, 2013 Halifax Mic Mac Mall October 24, 2013 Winnipeg Kildonan Place October 25, 2013 Edmonton Kingsway Mall October 26, 2013 Calgary The Core October 27, 2013 Vancouver Metrotown Due to attendance numbers at the previous six malls , Family Channel moved
the event at Kingsway Mall from the inside to the parking lot. [43] Wild Rhythm Tour The cast of The Next Step was on a third tour during 2016. The tour was to visit Canada, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Australia, New Zealand, England and Ireland. This was the first international tour of the cast. Not the whole cast was on the tour; it included only Victoria
Baldesarra (Michelle), Trevor Tordjman (James), Jordan Clark (Giselle), Taveeta Szymanowicz (Thalia), Isaac Lupien (Eldon), Lamar Johnson (West), Myles Erlick (Noah) and Briar Nolet (Richelle). Newcomer Isaiah Peck, who was to star as Henry in season 4, also attended the tour. Taveeta Szymanowicz (Thalia) was only on the Canadian tour. Brittany
Raymond (Riley) was at European shows and was unable to go to shows in Australia and New Zealand due to a family problem. Date City Country Venue North America February 3, 2016 London Canada Budweiser Gardens February 4, 2016 Hamilton FirstOntario Concert Hall February 5, 2016 St. Catharines Meridian Centre February 6, 2016 Kitchener
Centre At The Square February 7, 2016 Sudbury Sudbury Community Arena February 9, 2016 Thunder Bay Thunder Bay Community Auditorium February 11, 2016 Regina Saskatwanche Centre of the Arts , 2016 Edmonton Northern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium February 13, 2016 Medicine Hat Esplanade Arts and Heritage Centre February 14, 2016
Kelowna Kelowna Community Theatre February 15, February 15, February 15, 2016 Vancouver Queen Elizabeth Theatre February 17, 2016 Calgary Stampede Corral February 18, 2016 Saskatoon TCU Place February 24, 2016 Winnipeg Pantages Playhouse Theatre February 21, 2016 Sault Ste. Marue GFL Memorial Gardens February 24, 2016 Montreal
Place arts 216 February 255525 , 2016 Kingston Leon's Centre February 26, 2016 Toronto Sony Centre for the Performing Arts February 27, 2016 Quebec Grand Theatre of Quebec February 28, 2016 Moncton Casino New Brunswick February 29, 2016 March 1, 2016 Halifax Scotiabank Centre April 3, 2016 St. John's Mile One Centre Europe April 1, 2016
Madrid Spain Auditorium A. , 2016 Barcelona L'Auditori 4 April 2016 London England Lyric Theatre 5 April, 2016 New Wimbledon Theatre April 6, 2016 Dublin Republic of Ireland Theatre Olympia 7 April York England Barbican Centre 8 April 2016 Newcastle Newcastle City Hall 9 April 2016 Birmingham Birmingham City Hall 10 April 2016 Manchester The
Lowry Oceania 18 September 2016 Melbourne Australia Australia Hall, Melbourne September 20, 2016 Adelaide Thebarton Theatre September 22, 2016 Perth Perth Concert Hall September 24, 2016 Sydney Big Top Sydney September 26, 2016 Brisbane Queensland Performing Arts Centre September 28, 2016 Auckland New Zealand Aotea Centre Europe
October 29, 2016 England Bathroom The Forum Absolute Dance Tour Nine season 6 toured Australia , England, the Republic of Ireland, and Scotland, in September, October and November 2019. The touring cast was Shelby Bain (Amy), Alexandra Chaves [43] (Piper), Sage Linder (Summer), Liam Mackie (Finn), Briar Nolet (Richelle), Isaiah Peck (Henry),
Berkeley Ratzlaff (Davis), Dylan Ratzlaff (Jacque) and Noah Zulfikar (Kingston). Victoria Bladesarra (Michelle) also joined for the Australia leg of the tour. With Myles Erlick (Noah) joining in the UK stage. Alexandra Chaves missed the UK's first shows due to health problems, but rejoined Manchester with fewer dances. At the end of the tour I was doing the full
show again. Fans also had the opportunity to meet the cast and have photo taken with them there. The m&amp;g included watching them rehearse, a private Q&amp;A session, a signed sign and a VIP meeting and a large dirt yard all before the show. They did two shows in a few days, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. Where like other days they
only did. [46] Date City Country Venue Oceania 19 September 2019 Newcastle Australia Newcastle Civic Theatre 21 September, 2019 Melbourne Melbourne Convention Centre September 22, 2019 Geelong Geelong Performing Arts Centre September 24, 2019 Brisbane Fortitude Music Hall September 25, 2019 Gold Coast Home of the Arts September 28,
2019 Wollongong Wollongong Entertainment Centre September 29, 2019 , 2019 Adelaide Thebarton Theatre October 3, 2019 Hobart Wrest Point Hotel Casino October 5, 2019 Sydney Big Top Auditorium 8 October 2019 Perth Perth Superdrome Europe 17 October 2019 Glasgow Scotland SEC Armadillo 19 October 2019 Manchester England O2 Apollo 20
October 2019 Nottingham Nottingham Royal Concert Hall 21 October 2019 Leicester De Montfort Hall 22 October 2019 LondonSmith Hammersmith 24 , 2019 Plymouth Plymouth Pavilions October 25, 2019 Brighton Brighton Centre October 26, 2019 Portsmouth Portsmouth Guildhall October 27, 2019 Bournemouth Bournemouth International Centre 29
October 2019 Newcastle Newcastle City Hall 30 October 2019 York Barbican Centre 31 October 2019 Bathroom The Forum 2 November 2019 Dublin Republic of Ireland Theatre References a b c d Temple Street Productions and Family Channel announce the start of the Photography in the second season of the hit tween drama The Next Step. CNW. July
24, 2013. Archived from the original on 21 December 2013. Retrieved 4 December 2013. Shooting location. Exterior and street locations. Dickson, Dickson, (February 24, 2012). Family Channel greenlights new Temple Street series. Kidscreen. Retrieved January 15, 2014. The stage is set: The four-part regional television event Next Step begins on
December 13 in Family. CNW. December 9, 2013. Archived from the original on 26 January 2014. Retrieved 24 January 2014. Ng-See-Quan, Danielle (July 13, 2012). Production in progress at The Next Step of Temple Street. Kidscreen. Retrieved January 15, 2014. A b The Next Step gets the second season of Family Channel. Toronto Star. Retrieved 6
November 2018. Family Channel orders a third season of homegrown success The Next Step. CNW Newswire. May 5, 2014. Retrieved 18 November 2014. Blue Dreamin (February 7, 2016). The Next Step - Season 4 Trailer – via YouTube. THE NEXT STEP on Twitter. The next step renewed for season 6 by family channel!. Renew Cancel TV. June 8,
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